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ABSTSACT
A problem which frequently arises in the analysis o f censored
survival data in medical sta tis tics  is  that o f obtaining treatment 
comparisons while adjusting for and evaluating the effects  of many 
uncontrolled independent variables. Recent interest in this area 
has centred around the use o f non-linear regression models which 
assume that independent variables affect the hazard function in a 
multiplicative way. A non-parametric and several parametric models 
o f this type have been proposed in the literature. These models, 
with extensions which stra tify  according to the independent variables 
tc incorporate situations where the proportional hazards assumption 
is  violated, are discussed and associated methods o f inference presented 
Results, in the single independent variable case, concerning the 
efficiency o f inferences based on the non-parametric model when the 
true model for survival time is o f the exponential parametric form are 
extended to incorporate the within strata models and the case of two 
independent variables. The effect o f censoring on these efficiency 
results is  assessed using compurter simulation. The important question 
o f assessing goodness o f f i t  to the data is  considered and finally  an 
example with data arising from a c lin ica l t r ia l is  used to illu strate  
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PRELIMIMAFILS
- lO -
fM t ^ j c a l  P fO t l - :
In  m ed ical s t a t i s t i c «  one i s  o fte n  requ ired  to  assess the 
e f fe c t  o f  independent ( i . e .  e x p la n a to ry )  v a r ia b le s  such as age, 
treatm ent, sex  e t c . ,  on th e  tim e t o  d ea th , c a lle d  su rv iv a l tim e, 
o f in d iv id u a ls .  For e a se  o f  e x p o s it io n  the term death w i l l  be 
adopted th roughou t, a lth ou g h  one cou ld  eq u a lly  w e l l consider time 
to any w e l l -d e f in e d  e v e n t , such as  response o r r e l i e f  o f  symptoms.
The methods to  be d e sc r ib e d  in  t h i s  work a lso  have ap p lica tion s  
outs ide  the f i e l d  o f  m ed ic in e , f o r  example in in d u s tr ia l l i f e  
te s t in g  experim ents. H ow ever, fo r  convenience o f  term inology , we 
sh a ll d is cu ss  the  tec h n iq u es  w ith in  the  m edical framework.
For v a r io u s  r e a so n s , d a ta  r e s u lt in g  from th is  type o f  
in v e s t ig a tio n  i s  fr e q u e n t ly  in com p lete , in the sense that observations  
on s u rv iv a l tim e a re  not known e x a c t ly  fo r  a l l  in d iv id u a ls . This  
may be due to  l im it a t io n s  on th e  le n g th  o f  study or death from a 
cause o th e r  than  th a t  under in v e s t ig a t io n  and so on. An incomplete 
obse rva tion  o f  t h i s  ty p e  i s  term ed a lo s s  o r censored obse rva tion .
In *1 .2 . d i f f e r e n t  t y p e s  o f  c e n so r in g  w i l l  be d iscussed in  some
d e ta i l .
d e fin it io n s
I t  i s  conven ien t a t  t h i s  s ta g e  t o  introduce some d e fin it io n s .
Let T be a random v s ir ia b le  re p re se n t in g  su rv iv a l time. The surv ivor  
fun ction  o f  T , denoted b y T P ( t ) .  i s  d e fin ed  by
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T ( t )  -  p (T  *  t )  . t  > 0 .
T h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  fun ction  o f  T i s  then
F ( t )  -  1 - T ( t )  -  p (T  < t ) ,  t  > 0.
T he h a z a r d  fu n c t ion  (sometime* c e l le d  age-apecific  fa ilu re  
r a t e  o r  f o r c e  o f  m o r t a l i ty )X (t ) o f  T is  defined by
m « >  -  u .  f ( t  *  T V  ♦  atl T ^  . t » o.
dt-*Oe
w i t h  co r re s p o n d in g  c ta iN at iv e  hazard function given by 
A (t )  -  | X (u )du.
I t  f o l l o w *  d i r e c t ly  that X (t )  ■ -  T ' ( t )/ T ( t )  and d (t )  ■ -  logT(t). 
(T F * (t>  d e n o te *  the  f i r * t  d e r iv a t iv e  o f T ( t )  v . r . t .  t ) .
A f a m i ly  o f  » u r v iv o r  fun ction * ( ^ ( t ) ;  a e D  in vhich any two 
su ch  fu n c t io n *  a re  connected by the re la t io n sh ip T i ( t ) ( T j ( t ) )
f o r  some 6 e ( 0 , « ) ,  i s  c a lle d  a Lehmann family o f survivor functions. 
A l t e r n a t i v e l y ,  i f  X j i t ) ,  X2 ( t )  a re  the hazard functions corresponding 
t o T ’i ( t )  and T ? ( t )  r e s p e c t iv e ly , th is  relationship can be written 
e q u i v a le n t ly  a *  X j ( t )  I  «  X2 ( t ) .
Throughout t h i *  work the assvmption that independent variables 
h a v e  m u l t i p l i c a t i v e  e f fe c t *  upon the hazard function w ill  usually be 
nm.de. T h is  assum ption i *  incorporated in most o f the models for 
s u r v i v a l  da te .discussed in  the li t e r a t u r e .
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r i n i  t
Mainly in the earlier part o f thia work, the following 
data reported by Freireich et. a l .  (1963) w i l l  be used to 
illu strate  some of the techniques discussed. A t r ia l  was 
conducted to compare the effects o f 6-mercaptopurine (6-MP) 
and a placebo on the maintenance o f remissions in acute 
leukaemia. One year after the start of the study, the lengths 
of remission, in weeks, were recorded and are given in table 1 . 1 .
1.1- Data from t r ia l comparing 6-MP and a Placebo on 
the maintenance o f remission» in acute leukaemia. 
Units are weeks.
6-MP i 6 6 6 6* 7 9* 10 10* 11* 13 16 17* 19* 20*
22 23 25* 32* 32* 3k* 35*
Placebo : 1 1 2 2 3 k k 5 5 8 8 8 8  l l l l
12 12 15 17 22 23
.  d«oot«. a censored observation.
1k-g» .J jtS S P  o f  censorii.fi 
Formal Definition
Let T be a random variable representing survival time. I f  the 
only information regarding an observation t on T is  that 
t  c (x|, x2) ,  x2 > xi » 0 then the observation t  is  said to be 
interval-censored in (x lt x2) .  I f  x2 ■ • ,  t  is  said to be right-censored 
at xj , while i f  Xi »  0, t  is  said to be left-censored at x2. An 
observation that is not censored is said to be exact or uneensored.
In medical investigations the most common type of censoring 
is  right-censoring, so that this work w ill  be concerned mainly with
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situations in which observations are subject to right-censoring 
only, and the te r» right-censored w i l l  be abbreviated to 
canaored fo r convenience. Any deviation fro »  th is  w i ll  be 
indicated where appropriate.
A special case of right-censoring occurs when a l l  censored 
observations are equal to a constant t*  which is  greater than 
the la rgest exact survival time. This is termed extreme censoring. 
It can occur, for example, in a study in which a l l  individuals 
are put on test at the same point in time, and at a time t »  after  
the start o f the study the data is  recorded as time to death or 
right-censored at t*.
It w i ll  be necessary throughout to a*s>*.e that censuring 
and death are determined by independent mechanisms. Although 
this is  invariably rea listic  in medical applications, it  may r.„t 
be so elsewhere. For example, in industrial l i fe -te s t in g  a 
situation may arise in which items are removed from test due to 
disdnishing performance, prior to fa ilu re .
Censoring Mechanism
To simplify the math cast ic a l development in certain situations 
i t  w i l l  be convenient to make assumptions about the underlying 
mechanism producing censored observations.
A convenient such assumption is  the random censorship model 
introduced by Gilbert (1962) and used subsequently by several authors, 
notably Breslow (1970) and Breslow and Crowley (197*»). Suppose 
T j , . . . ,T n are independent random variables, with T j representing the 
survival time for the ith individual having distribution function 
Ft ^ ( . ) .  Under the random censorship model i t  is  assumed that there
-lU -
e * i«t  independent and iden tic a lly  distributed random variables 
with ccanon d istr ibu tion  function Hy(y ) ,  which 
represent the periods o f observation for the d ifferen t individuals. 
Ky(y) is  tensed the censoring d istribution . Thus one observes
•  ®in (T j ,  Y j)
«  .  f °  “  »1* «  * i
1 \l It * , •  -  T ,
The distribution function o f  T j# is giver, by
rT . ( t )  -  1 -  (X -  %  ( t ) )  ( 1  -  » - (% ))  i - 1 ........n
»• i
A lternatively, Mantel and Myers (1971) suggest that for each 
individual i ,  there exists a saxinta observable tine Y j, the tine  
between entry into the study and termination o f the t r ia l  fo r the 
purposes o f data analysis. Thus fo r individuals who d ie , T. < Y j 
■i**le for survivors T  ^ ■ Y^. Information regarding the values o f  
the Yi , s however may not always be available. This model w i l l  be 
referred to as the fixed observation tine model.
Censoring Pattern
To conclude th is section the idea of censoring pattern, which 
has been introduced by Oehan (1965a), w ill be discussed.
Suppose that,o f the n observations on survival tine.c are 
censored and n-c are exact. Let
*<1) * * ( S ) ............ * (k )
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be the distin ct ordered exact observations a d  put
(o i-O
di  " (number o f exact observations equal to t j j j i - 1 , 2 , . . . , k .
‘ i  • number o f censored observations *  * (£ ) * * d . i )  , - 0 -1
t (o : -  0 and t (k4-l).
Then (d j ,  I j j  i - 0 , . . . , k )  is  ca lled  the observed censoring pattern and 
may be represented diagranmatically as fo llow s:
* (0 )  ' ( 1 )  . t (k )
Rote that £ d .»  n-c and f l , " c .
i-O 1 i-O
II* 3. Estiaat lcr o f a survivor gMP.ct.jap 
Introduction
I f  the individuals present in a study can reasonably be sp lit  into 
a f in it e  number o f  re la t iv e ly  homogeneous subsets according to the 
independent variab les , a usefu l v isua l indication of their effect on 
surv ival experience may be obtained by p lo ttin g estimated survivor 
functions within each subset.
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Bw L ia it  estimate
Kaplan and Meier (1958) have proposed the fo llow ing method 
for estimating a survivor function. Suppose that independent 
observations are taken on the survival time T which hr.s survivor 
fu n ction T (t ). Let c represent the number o f censored observations 
and let n-c be the number uncensored. I f
' ( 1 )  * t (2 ) t (k) ( n
denote the d is tan t ordered uncensored observations and
(a . ,  i«O tl t . . . ,k )  tne observed censoring pattern vnen the
Product Lijait (PL ) estimate P (t )  o f T ( t )  is  d efined  by
P (t )
(1
*  *  ' i n  
‘  * *(1>
where mj ■ £ ( 1  ^ ♦ d^) is  the number o f observations (censored and
uncensored) not less than t ^ j .
Kaplan and Meier obtain P (t )  by assuming that l ( t )  is zero 
except at points where deaths occur and show that P (t )  is  the maximum 
likelihood estimator o fT (t; in the family o f a l l  possible survivor 
functions. These authors provide expressions for computing the variance 
of P (t ) and estimating the mean survival time using P (t ) .
Further theoretical ju stification  o f the form o f P (t )  has been 
provided by Breslov and Crowley (197*0 under the random censorship model. 
The adaptation o f the PL estimate for interval-censored data has been 
discussed by Peto (1973).
-17-
Altshuler's estimate
An alternative method o f estimating a aurvivor function has 
been proposed by A ltsh u ler (1970) who suggest» that a natural
estimator of A (t ) ,  the cumulative hazard function, is given by
• <t) ■ I  *1/.!
N i l “
The resulting estimator o f  T ( t )  is then 
T  ( t )  •  exp { -  e ( t »  .
AitsfiUier enow* Li.aL i f i s t s a t  M t is s ie r  of iu gT v t ).
Taking the natural lo g « r i t j»| 0f  P (t ) it  fo llow s that
log P (t )  -  l log (1 -  d4/_ )
V i ) * *
so that for m^  - dfc t 1 1
log P(t> -  -  l d./B -  -  e ( t )
» ( o ' '  1
ApprppiMtin, 111! at »_ function
Several authors (K a lb rie isch  and Prentice (1973), Breslov (197**)) 
have considered the estimation of a survivor function in a more general 
context, which w ill  be discussed la ter in *U.3. It  is useful however 
to outline their methods as they apply to a single group o f observations. 
Kalbfleisch and P rentice begin by approximating X(t) as a step
funct ion
-18-
x (t ) 1 *  & 1 -1* V  *  * i  1-1..........
where bQ0  < b i < b j <  . . . . «   ^ « bf  •  •  define a
suitable subdivision o f the tine scale. The survivor function 
and p .d .f .  o f T are then given respectively by
T < t ) -
iexp ( -  X jt)
[exp ( - I j t *  -  b i _1) - jI 1>j (bj ' V i ”  * '  ' i
f ( t )
Xtexp ( -  Xjb) t .  I .
*  * * i
i - 2 , . . . , r .
I f  B—1 ,2 , . . .  denote the observations on survival tisie in I^ ,
o f which pj are exact and censored, the log likelihood function
> ( Xl• • • • ,x i «
l(X ) -  l p. log X. 
i-1  1
r  * i * * i
~ J Xi Ii -1  1 B-l-
r- 1  r
l xi^*  *  b i - i^  I  < P s * 0  i-1  1 1 1 1  s -ie l  *  ^
from which it follows that, for i - l , 2 , . . . , r ,  * 4 the
maximum likelihood estimate o f X4 is  given by
x4 - >i ♦  l <P :+q -)f i -1 .
pr {  . 1  *  V l > } ' 1
-1 9 -
( * ) •  th« resu lting estimated survivor function is  obta ined  
on replacing X by \ in 1.1. L o g T i (t )  is  a connected s e r ie s  
o f straight lin es  v i th T | (» )  ■ 0 i f  4 0.
A lternatively, Breslov chooses interva ls
*1 ’  & < 1 -1 )’ *<1 )’ * * 1 ........ k *<„>">• ' ( k . l ) "  "
and treats a l l  censorings occurring in I^  as having occu rred  at  
b j j • Estimation o f ¿.proceeds as above and
i  K - i « .................
1 -  i - k e l .
B reslov 's method disregards information regarding the exact  
censoring times and censorings occurring p rior to  the f i r s t  death  
are ignored. This loss o f information could be severe i f  th e  sample 
is  heavily censored, particu larly  in s ituations where s e v e r a l la r g e  
censoring times exceed the la rgest uncensored observation . The 
resu lting estimate T g ( t )  o fT (t >  is  xero fo r  t  > t (k j .
Example
Th* Kalbfleisch and Prentice approach, with in te rv a l w id t h 's  o f  
3 units fo r the 6-MP group and 2 units fo r  the Placebo g ro u p , has been  
used to produce estimated survivor functions in f ig u re  1 .1  f o r  the  













































Z±»ile i r.dicator vet iab le
The sta tis t ica l problem considered in th is  chapter is one in 
vhich independent variation is simply a s in g le  binary indicator 
variable which divides the sample into two groups. Individuala 
within each group are assumed homogeneous in  the sense that group 
membership is the only factor thought to affect survival.
Several approaches to the analysis o f the two group situation 
w i l l  be considered and procedures for extension to more than two 
groups w ill be indicated where appropriate. Example I w ill be 
used throughout the chapter to illu stra te  how the techniques may be 
applied.
notation
Although this chapter mainly considéra the two group case it  
w ill be convenient to  present the notation to  be used in the more 
*eneral K (*2 ) group situation. For j e l ( . . . ,K  let be a random 
variable representing survival time with distribution function 
Ft ( . ) ,  observations V . ,  i « l , . . . ,n ^  and corresponding indicators 
, n^  where
r l i f  t j j  is  a death
'O i f  t j ^  is  a censoring.
K
In addition, le t  n ■ I  n; and denote the distinct ordered uncensored 
j-1
observations in the combined sample by < t^gj < . . .  «  t ^ k j
with corresponding observed censoring pattern (d j ,  i«O tl , .  . .  ,k ).
For i « 0 , l , . . . ,k  le t
- 2 2 -
-23-
■ w ill  be generated according to the fo llow ing plan»
• T*






1.00 1 .0 0 1.00 2.00
1.20 1.793H
1.10 1.61301
1 .6 0 1.52816
1.80 1.13711
2.00 1.36319






I f  X ha« a Weibull distribution with parameters a and X i t  1 
that (see appendix A for d e ta ils ),
E(X) -  ~ 1/ar ♦ l ]  , where T (x ) denotes the ,
function. Thus in sampling : i exponential distributions ( « • ! ) ,  the
I
mean time to death for group 1 ia  1 and for group 2 ia successively 
1, 1/1.2, 1/1.U, 1/1.6, 1/1.6, 1/2.0. The values o f X| and X2 
when sampling from Weibull distributions vith a « 1.25 and a«0.75, 
are chosen such that the Bean time to failure is 1 fo r group 1 
and successively 1, 1/1.2, 1/1.U, 1/1.6, 1/1.8, 1/2.0 for group 2. 
In addition, when a«l,X| ■ X2 ■ 1 snd T"2.0 the expected 
proportion o f censored observations in the combined sample is  
^  (1 -  e-2 ) so that in a l l  remaining samples, T* is chosen to 
ensure the same expected proportion o f censorings. Thus in each 
case, T* is  the solution of
The simulations w ill be conducted vith equal sample sizes (n j ■ n2 »  n) 
in the two groups.
i2.2. A parametric model 
The Weibull distribution
A natural choice for the distribution o f survival time T is  
the Weibull distribution, which may be defined through its  hazard 
function as follows
The exponential distribution is  an important special case when « • ! .
texp (- Xxy®) ♦ exp( -X2 ya
XT( t )  -  Xat*-1 0.
The distribution function and p .d .f .  of T are given by
rT (t) -  1 -  exp (-X  ta )
f T( t )  ■ Xata_1 exp (- Xta ) t  »  0.
(1  -  rTJt>) .  1 1  -  rT|< t » *  .
i .e . the survivor functions considered form s I.ehmanr. family. I f  
the 'shape* parameter a is allowed to take different values in 
the two groups th is  property no longer holds. Unaer these asswptions, 
the log likelihood function is  given by
-25-
* (♦ , X, • )  »  ( lo g  Xe log a)
2 ns
1 Ï  fi-i î - i ' j i  *  <1« * >  *2
‘-x> !  I J « ¡ j  !■>« t j i  -  »  { I  H i  *  • V  » à
J-l i-l li.X 11 i-1
The maximum likelihood estimates ♦ , X, a o f » ,  >, o are then 
the solutions o f the equations
t j l J N -
T  V . ‘ n  -  ‘ . F  H i *  -
;  j x  J l  *J ‘  *  j x  j N  **■  1j ‘ -  ; l £ * »  1o*  * « ) '
The second p a rt ia l derivatives o f *.(♦, X, a ) are given by
82t ( * . l . q )  .  .  1
»♦* * 2i - l  1
. L W3«3X
- 26-
^ H i* * *1 • r { .  !  IJ . Jt”  j-1 i-1 JX
>1>1!:.^  • -» ¿> *101 *«
■ - {  j ‘  * ! i  (1« ‘  ‘ n>* Uo* *m >}
- - s  X  j i * j i  - ‘ { . I S * '1-
The expected values o f the second derivatives cannot he evaluated 
unless assumptions concerning the censoring mechanism are made. 
However, the asymptotic covariance matrix o f  (4 ,X ,a ) may be estimated 
consistently by V ■ CVij3 • th*  inT#rte o f the negative o f the matrix 
o f second partial derivatives evaluated at the maximum likelihood  
estimates, and asymptotically
(4 . X . i ) ’ *  ■ ( (♦ ,X ,e ) ’ , j ) .
An asymptotically effic ient test o f H ^+a l against one or two-sided 
alternatives may then be performed using the relation  
4 ~ H(4, Vj2)• Alternatively the standard likelihood ratio  test 
statistic
L ■ -2  (1 (4 . X,a) -  1 (4 -1 , X, ¿ ) )  , where
1(4-1, i , a ) is  the maximum value o f  the log likelihood under the 
restriction 4-1. may be used. Under HQ, L is  distributed  
asymptotically as X* • These two tests  w i l l  be termed the ML 
and LB tests respectively.
- 2 T -
The_t.xponential P ia tr ibu tion
The analysis in the exponential ea se  la  sim p ler. Peplacing 
«  by 1 in 2 .2 ..  i t  fo llow s  that «  the maximum lik e lih oo d  estimate 
o f «  is  given d ire c t ly  by
r J
i - i  11 i - i  21
p>
"he asymptotic covariance m atrix o f  < ♦ . X) nay he estimated as before  
by evaluating second p a rt ia l d e riv a t iv e s  at the maximum likelihood  
estimates. These second d e riv a tiv e s  a r e  g iven  by
Tests o f hypotheses concerning the param eter «  can be performed as 
in the W eibull case with the obvious s im p li f ic a t io n .
Although the ML and LH te s t s  a re  equ iva len t asym ptotically , it  
is  o f interest to  compare th e ir  perform ance in  small samples.
Using an extension o f  the Monte C arlo  procedure discussed in $2.1 
the ssmll sample powers o f  these t e s t s  a re  compared at the end o f  
this section in  the sp ec ia l case o f  exp onentia l su rv iva l times.
-2&-
Ass^aptions concerning censoring mechanism
I f  assumptions concerning the censoring mechanism are made, 
the expected values o f the second p a rtia l derivatives o f the log 
likelihood given above may be evaluated. These resu lts w ill  be 
presented in the exponential caae.
F ir s t ly , under the fixed observation time model i f  Yjj 
represents the maximum observable time for individual i  in group j ,  
then
The corresponding quantities in the Weibull case may sim ilarly be 
obtained, although they involve integrals which need to be evaluated 
numerically.
Secondly, under the random censorship model with H j (. )  representing 
the censoring distribution fo r group j  members
“ ■ l2 lU .O
•  IatU .JO .
I 12U .M  -  l2 l (4 t M  ■ n2 j t  e X4t [X »{1  -  H ^ U ) )  ♦ H ^ (t )J  dt
l 22 ( * » x> *  J 1 | *~U  U  -  « ^ ( t ) )  « t  ♦ I  e_X#t { 1  -  H ^ itJJd t i.k.
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Extension to ths W eibull esse is straightforward.
In ths shove s ituations the asymptotic covariance Matrix 
of (• ,£ ) is then given by * ( ♦ , ! )  where ¿ (4 ,X ) »  [ i y  ( ♦ .x Q -  
To use the expressions 2 .U ., knowledge o f H ^ ( . )  and H „^ (.) is  
needed, although the simplifying assumption H ^ (t )  « ^ U )  may 
in certain situations be reasonable.
Th* y.-^est
I f  T j, Tn are  independent and identically  distributed
random variables, w ith parameter X then Y •  2X T T. has a x2
i-1  ?n
distribution and i t  fo llows that the maximum likelihood estimator 
♦ of ♦ at 2.3 has, in  the uncensored case, an F-distribution on 
(2ni, 2n2) d .f .  under !!<,:♦ »1. I f ,  fo r j-1 ,2 , the death process 
in group j  is  observed until a fixed number o f deaths have
. , P1 1-1 K*occurred, the re su lt  with d .f. (2 £ 2 ) 6 . )  is  exact
i-1  11 i-1  21
and is  a good approximation (Cox (1953)) i f  the tota l observation 
time is fixed and the number of deaths in each group random. The 
test procedure based on the above, known as the F te s t , is  
asymptotically e f f ic ie n t .  Its small sample power is compared at the 
end o f this section with that of the ML and LR tests discussed earliei
Table 2.1 shows the results o f f i t t in g  Veibull and Exponential
models to the data o f  example I.
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Table 2.1. : P itting Weibull and Ex  ^
data o f example I .
nential models to








v a r ( i )  •  1.168
I I :Weibull 5-0.037 t U -1 .5 . « )
(♦ - !> i -1 . lV l — I I 6 .V05
I l l :  F.xpt 1 j-l<. 602
i-0.025





Comparison o f amdels I and I I  y ie lds the test statistics  
Lj and 2. Under He :d ■ 1
i )  Li is an observation on x? and is sicnificant at O .lfp t .,
i i )  2 is an observation on lt (0 » l )  which is  not significant at 10? pt.
Comparison o f models I  and I I I  y ie lds the test statistic La .
Under HQ: a -  1, L2 is an observation on x? and is significant at 
the 5t pt.
The above tests have been considered in the context o f two sided 
alternatives.
-2 < t (* - l ,X ,o ) -  t («  , X ,a ) )  •  19.652 
- 2 { l ( i ,  { )  -  t ( i ,X ,S ) )  -  3.890
- 3 1 -
.M g l€  power o f the ML. LR and F t e s t »
The email sample power o f the ML, LR and F te s ta  a re  compared 
in this section using the Monte Carlo procedure d iscu ssed  in  f2 .1 .
The distribution o f surv ival time in  each o f  the two groups i s  
exponential. As the LR te s t  is  two-sided the ap p rop r ia te  a l t e r n a t iv e  
hypothesis is  Hj :♦ 4 1 so that two-sided s ig n if ic a n c e  le v e l s  have  
been used and further samples with X2"  0 .2 ,  O .U , 0 .6 ,  and 0 .8  
generated according to the fo llow ing plan :
. Xi x2 T*
1 1 0 .2 6.63051
o.i* 3.761*1*1»
0 .6 2.79772
0 .8 2. 3031*1»
Again T* is chosen to ensure that the p roportion  o f  censored  
observations is  ( l  -  e-2 ) .  Samples o f  s iz e  50, lOO, 200 , 500 and lOOO 
with equal numbers in each o f the 2 groups have been u sed . The r e s u lt s  
are given in table 2.2 which records the p roportion  o f  tim es HQ: ♦ “ !  
was rejected at the 5* le v e l fo r  each va lue  o f  X2>*X ! co n s id e re d .
Entries fo r samples o f  s ize  50, 100 and 200 a re  each c a lc u la t e d  from lOOO 
simulations, those fo r sample s ize  500 from 500 sim u la tio n s  and lOO 
simulations were used fo r  sample s iz e  lOOO. These r e s u lt s  in d ic a t e  th a t  
the F and LR tests are to be p re ferred , p a r t ic u la r ly  in  sm all sam ples  
(50 or 100) where the performance o f  the ML t e s t  i s  v e ry  p o or. The 
distributional assumptions concerning ♦ ,  on which th e  ML t e s t  i s  based  
are c learly  unsatisfactory. The power function s o f  th e  F and LR t e s t s  a re  
almost identical fo r a l l  sample s ize s.
Table 2.2 Snail staple power of ML, LF and F teste when survival tines for groups 1 and 2 
are exponential with paranetere *j*l and respectively. Each entry is 














0.2 0.998 0.993 0.993 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
O.k 0.85» 0.73» 0.73» 0.979 0.950 0.950 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.6 0.U9 0.267 0.289 0.653 0.526 0.527 0.868 0.796 0.797 0.99» 0.992 0.992 1.000 1.000 1.000
O.fi 0.19» 0.095 0.097 0.235 0.139 O.Hl 0.332 0.211 0.212 0.56» 0.»71 0.*7» 0.000 0.760 0.760
1.0 0.092 o.ok) o.ok 0.075 0.050 0.051 0.055 0.016 0.0*5 O.Okk 0.0k2 0.0k2 0.050 0.050 0.050
1.2 0.029 0.059 0.061 0.020 0.102 0.103 0.066 0.163 0.16k 0.2k8 0.35k 0.35k 0.5k0 0.620 0.620
l.k 0.000 0.112 0.117 0.058 0.238 0.232 0.231 0.k23 0.k2k 0.726 0.808 0.808 0.960 1.000 1.000
1.6 0.00k 0.205 0.208 0.135 0.k23 0.k2k 0.509 0.709 0.709 0.9k2 0.900 0.900 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.6 0.005 0.303 0.30k 0.2k6 0.581 0.585 0.750 0.891 0.090 0.999 0.999 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000




1000 1000 1000 500 100
?
J V
-»-2.. ?. Contingency tab le «
ModeJ
Suppose the time scale is sp lit into k intervals
C v > i> .  L’ i . ' i  ) .......... [% - ! •  <•—»
being termed the i ' th interval. A ll censored observations which 
occur in the i ’ th interval w ill be treated as having occurred at 
the end of that in terva l, that is , just prior to t^. For j * l ,2  
let denote the number of group j  unceusored observations
occurring in the i 't h  interval and le t  s^j <*enote the number 
of group j  uncensored and censored observations % Ti_i* Tbe dat* 




• i i - r u r l i • l i
Group 2
*2i_ r2l r2i *2i
Total
■ i -  ' i Pi • l
I f  Pjj »  p(Tj >. t j/ T j »  Ti_j^ denotes the conditional probability  
o f surviving the i 't n  interval, for j » l , 2 ,  then X ^ , the logistic  
transform of p ^  is  defined by
kj i  '  lo « L u _
■ pj i
■3U-
The model to be considered is
Xl i  "  v X2i "  v * Bi  * yi 2.5.
and without loss o f generality it  may be assumed that ][ B.“0.
i-1
The hypothesis o f interest is Hq: Yj" 0, i » l , . . . , k  against the general 
alternative Hj: y ^ 0  for at least one i .
.Statistical analysis
Viet 5mi»2 and H. be random variables corresponding
to the observations r j£ » “j j  0"1»2 and r^ in the i 't h  table and put
*  ( i J l .......  Rjk * '*  "  ( S j j f * .  Sjk ) '  and £ -  ........V  •
Using a straightforward modification o f the methods given by Zelen 
(1971) it  follows that inferences concerning £ » (y i . . . . ,  Y ^ )' ®ay 
be based on the distribution of g2 conditional on the observed values 
o f £, £| and ¿2  • given by
p (g2 f2 ¿1 “ ¿1» ¿2 "1 2 ) ■
C (g, Xa )*xp(x ’ r ?)
j c ( r ,  ¿ )exp(x'£ )
where s^ ■ s ^ )  for j « l , 2  and
c(£ . «> -  n ; . 1.
and the summation in the denominator is  over the set
*■ •  < 1  * *j

vhere and o^2 a r e  a s  b e fo r e ,  fo r  te s t in g  ths d iffe ren ce
between the two g ro u p s . As Ze len  (1973) points o u t. th is  
would be the  a p p r o p r ia t e  t e s t  s t a t is t i c  i f  the model a t 8 .5
»li "  « ♦  » 1  • »*, *  » ♦ »1 ♦ •
and one wished t o  t e s t  th e  hypothesis Ho : «"O  aga in st  H* : a#G.
Under He . M i s  asynpt o t i c  a l l y  an observation  on a randcr v a r ia b le  
having a x* d i s t r i b u t io n .  Z e len  claim s that the a ssv »p t io n  im p lic it  
at 8 .8 . th a t  th e  d i f f e r e n c e  between the two su rv iv a l p r o b a b i l i t ie s  
on a lo g i s t i c  s c a le  i s  constan t fo r  each t a b le ,  i s  v a l id  on ly  i f  
the o b se rv a tio n s  w it h in  each group a re  from an exponential 
d is tr ib u t io n  and th e  in t e r v a ls  chosen a re  o f  equal w idths. In  view  
o f  the connection  betw een  subsequent methods and M an te l's  s t a t is t i c ,  
th is  claim  i s  d i f f i c u l t  to  support.
~y&~
Although th e  c h o ic e  o f  in te rv a ls  in a contingency t a b le  an a ly s is  
is  somewhat a r b i t r a r y ,  i t  w i l l  be convenient fo r  comparison purposes 
la te r  to  c o n s id e r  th e  fo l lo w in g  p a rt icu la r  s itu a t io n . Using the  
notation o f  th e  in t r o d u c t io n ,  p a rt it io n  the time ax is  a t  p o in ts  where 
deathsoccur and c o n s t ru c t  the  in te rv a ls
^ ( o ) '  t ( l ) ) ’  & ( ! ) •  t ( 8 ) ) ........... f r ( k - l ) '  t ( k ) ) * ^ ( k ) »  t ( k a l ) >*
vher*  t (0 )  *  °  **** * < k e l )  "  “ • ro r  
corresponding t o  t h e  in t e r v a l
the 2x2 t a b le
) i s  then
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survivors deaths Total
Group 1 * u - * u ■ l i
Group 2 - î i - S i d2i *2 i
Total ■ i - * i ■ i
In this case the asymptotic test statistic  
k
E (Roj'W j ) 2/o ,2 reduces to 
i-1  zx 1 -
- • I K 3!
— .• v 1 •
I t  is  assumed that o^2 and are non zero. Tables in vhich
m^jK) j " l  or 2 contribute no information and are ignored, f'ote 
that the f ir s t  table is  ignored i .e . censorings prior to the f ir s t  
death contribute no information.
Correspondingly, M antel's statistic M is given by
m‘  ■
with Uj , o^2 as above.
For the data o f example I ,  Sd «  37.09, Md •  16.73. 
is  significant at the 0 .5 * roint o f x2 17 and Wd i «  significant
-38-
- *  **•___The Generalised Wilcoxon test
Oehan's test
Wilcoxon (19**5) proposed a s ta tis tic  for comparing two groups 
of observations. An extension o f the Wilcoxon procedure, 
applicab le when observations are subject to censoring has been 
considered by Gehan (1965a). Gehan's statistic W is  defined 
as fo llow s:
For i -1 . nl i J - l . . . . le t
♦1 i f • y  - 1 with * u  * *s j and H i ' 1
or *11 »  *2J and ' l l  - °
" u  '
-1 i f * n  ■ 1 with *11 * *2J and * « - 1
or t l i  * t 2j and * y  - °
0 otherwise
W • !
i-J I  U ,«j-1  1J
A tes t  of Hq: V * >  *  V °
one or two-sided alternatives is  then constructed by computing the 
permutation distribution o f W over the (B i*n j)!/B , n j , possible 
samples leading to the same combined observed censoring pattern.
This te s t  w ill be referred to  as the W test.
Under He , Gehan obtains expressions for the mean and variance 
o f W conditional on the observed censoring pattern and, by 
estab lis in g  the asymptotic normality of this quantity, constructs 
a la rge  sample test of He in the usual way. Mantel (1967), by 
considering a different representation of the Gehan sta tistic , 




Gehan (1965b) has generalised the above techniques bo deal 
with interval censoring.
Breslov (1970) points out that Gehan'a permutation test and 
his resu lts concerning the moments of V are applicable only under 
the random censorship model, with common censoring distributions, 
and then modifies the Gehan procedure to deal with s ituations in 
which th is assumption is not valid . Breslov discusses these 
techniques in the context of comparing K(%2) groups. Efron (1967) 
has proposed several modifications o f the above procedures which 
increase their power against certain parametric a lte rnatives .
Peto and Peto (1972) have also suggested improvements o f the W test.
Example
For the data o f example I , the value of W and i t s  moments under 
"o
W .  271, E(v) -  0 , var(w) -  56U.39.
The observed value of the asymptotic test s ta t is t ic  z ■ W//var(w) 
is  then 3.59, which, in a test of Hq against the two-sided general 
alternative, is significant at the 0.1* point o f H (O .l ).
Asymptotic Efficiency
Gehan (1965a) has compared the W test and the F te s t  o f $2.2 
using the criterion o f A.R.E. The survival d is tr ibu tion  in groups 
1 and 2 are thus assumed to be exponential with parameters X and 
4X respectively. Gehan's calculations are conducted with equal
sample sizes in the two groups and in the fo llow ing two situations:
i )  Ext] censoring, o b se rva tion  s to p « at t # ,
l i )  Under the random censorsh ip model w ith  censoring d is tr ib u t io n s
In each o f  these cases, Gehan's r e s u lt s  in d ic a te  that the V te s t  
compares favourably w ith the F t e s t  as  n ■* although lo sses  
in e ffic iency  increase as  Xt* in c re a se s .
i2.5 Peto and P eto 's  Logrank t e s t  
The K group case: General approach
Peto and Peto (1972) propose a method o f  comparing K (*2 ) 
groups o f observations sub ject  to  cen sorsh ip  and i t  v i l l  be 
convenient to formulate t h e ir  r e s u lt s  in  t h is  more general context.
Assuming that in genera l the s u rv iv o r  function  1 -  FT ( .  ) 
associated with the j th group i s  o f  th e  form
(Lehmaimfamily o f su rv ivor fu n c t io n s ) ,  the hypothesis o f in te re st
would be H s 6, »  6 aga in st  the ge n e ra l a lte rn a t iv e  o j  o
H j: 4 9q fo r  at le a s t  one j .  L e t  X (t )  denote the hasard function
corresponding to  F ( t ) .  The lo g  l ik e l ih o o d  function is  then
H^Cy) t H*2(y ) -  y/t » y *




U X ) ♦  « j i  ( l o g  ♦  lo g  2 *12*
which under H reduces to
• <« > -  • „ I  IJ 10* 11 '  i J«Ji ♦ \ ! v°  °  j - l  1-1 J J - l  1-1 j -1  1-1 •
I t  f o l l o w *  tha t 6q the maximum likelihood estimate o f 9q  is  given
•-■(X . N i l
D i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  2.12. produces
x t s a l  .  |J i o «  ( i  -  .  i  j V j
3© j  i -1  J 11
A i i i A l  -  - i j  j V  J - l ..........
» J 1 *5 “ l  J
P u t t . in «  o .  -  a . r l . lM
J i - 1  J
E j -  -  » 0 10« <1 -  '< * j l> »






i t  t in fo llo w s  that, under H{
* ( ° j  -  E j) ■ 0 and vor (Oj -  E j) -  E (O j) -  E (E j) 
so that asym^tot ic a l ly
X. <0J ' ' **« ■
®o at 2.13. may then be used to provide an estimate É. o f E.
K K . 0 J
and since J O. I  V E.,
> 1  J J - l  J
K
7 (Oj -  Ej)*/Ej is asymptotically
Ths calculation o f  tj requires knowledge o f F (t ) .  However Peto and 
Peto point out that using Altshuler's estisiate o f the cannon 
survivor function. E. can be replaced by fc, • ~ f ' ie ( t , . )  where
, x r .1 1  Je (t ) - J d) « t
The test s ta t is t ic  is  then of the form
2.1U.
having null d istribu tion  X*K_1«
Crowley (1973) has investigated th is  distributional result anJ under 
the randasi censorship sedel, but not assuming equal censoring 
distributions between groups, has shown it  to be asymptotically valid .
Note that
-«•3-
- I  £ ,  . U * “  -  k>
•o that when K-2 , 2. it  reduces to
» , - * , ) « / »  .  (0 , - * , ) » / * ,  -  (0 , — » , ) * { - £ - ♦  — * - 5 r '
E» 1 t| (0,401-É ,) '
The two group cage: Logrank te s t
In the two croup case Peto (1972) discusses a test which is a 
Modification o f the above. This te s t , called the Logrank test, is 
based on the permutation distribution of xi} scores from a fin ite  
population o f n, ♦ nj scores, one for each member o f the sample, 
and may be formulated as follows. Without loss o f  generality it 
may be assumed that 6 , - 1 , 62»  t so that the hypothesis o f interest
is  He : t-1 against the general alternative H,: x# l. The log 
likelihood from 2.12 is then
l i t )  -  l logX ( t .. ) ♦  [ ‘ lfcgU -  F i t , . ) )
> 1  i - 1  i - 1
♦ t J2 log (1 -  F i t , . ) )  ♦  (lo g  t )  f  62 i, 
i - 1  i - 1
and it  follows that
I f  i l l  l • J2 log (1 -  F (t2, ) )  ♦ l*6 2i
\rml i - 1  “  i - 1
The log rank sta tis t ic , L, is  obtained on replacing log (1 “ F (t ))  
in this expression by A ltshuler's estimate o f the common log survivor 
function, so that
J - l , 2 » i - l ........ Bj
P*to (1972) and Peto and Peto (1972) suggest that an exact test of 
Hq against Hj may be performed by treating L as the bud o f  n2 
scores randomly selected from the fin ite  population o f n4 ♦ n2 scores. 
The resu ltin g permutation te s t , however, w i l l  only be valid  under the 
random censorship model with common censoring distributions  
in the two groups.
Comparison o f equations 2.15 and 2.10 shows that the logrank 
s ta t is t ic  L is  identical to  the numerator o f Mantel's s ta t is t ic  M^.
By defin ing LJt -  -  I  V m f
as a sequence o f nj ♦ n2 scores.
Th. Loitr.nt t « « t
In the discussion o f Peto and Peto (1972), Cumow (1972) and 
Gehan (1972) question the use o f A ltsh u ler 's  estimate o f the consnon 
survivor function in preference to the PL estimate. Use o f  the PL 
estimate P (t )  o f 1 -  F (t )  produces an alternative s ta t is t ic , L*, 
termed the modified Logrank s ta t is t ic , given by
♦  V  l l o ,  (1 -  d / ) .
i -1  ‘ ( » « S i  1
Thomas (1971) has established the asymptotic equivalence o f L and L*
and assumine the random censorsh ip model in which c e n so r in g  
d is tr ib u t io n *  may d i f f e r  between «rou ps  has shown th a t  L i s  
asym ptotica lly  norm ally d is t r ib u te d .
Peto and Peto (1972) in d ic a te  procedures fo r  the  e x ten s io n  
o f  t h e ir  methods to  incorporate s itu a t io n s  in  which independent  
va r ia t io n  between in d iv id u a ls  i s  more ex ten s ive .
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Table  2 .3 . i l lu s t r a t e s ,  using the data o f  example I .  the  
c a lcu la t io n  o f  the s t a t is t ic s  I. and L * . The num erical d i f f e r e n c e  
between t h e ir  observed values i s  seen to  be sm a ll. The t e s t
s t a t is t i c  T (O . -E . )2/!!. i s  a ls o  computed fo r  t h i s  d a ta .
j - 1  J J J
Peto (1972) claim s that the I.ogrank t e s t  has optim al power 
lo c a l ly  although Crowley (197*0 d ispu tes  t h is  c la im  and su g ge sts  
an a l te rn a t iv e  ju s t i f ic a t io n  o f  the  Logrank s t a t i s t i c .  For the  
sp ec ia l ca se  o f  extreme censoring the lo c a l ly  most p o w er fu l p ro p erty  
has been e s tab lish e d  by Johnson and M ehrotra (1 9 7 2 ).
Thom s (1971) obta ins exp ression s fo r  the  mean and v a r ia n c e  o f  
the Logrank s t a t is t i c  under the random censorsh ip  model w ith  
censoring d is tr ib u t io n s  ( . ) .  j - 1 .2 .  In  a d d it io n ,  assum ing th a t  
T j and T2 a re  d is tr ib u ted  exp on en tia lly  w ith  param eters  X and *X 
r e s p e c t iv e ly , Thomas compares the  te s t  based on the asym ptotic  no rm a lity  
o f  L , under H0 : g -1 , w ith the asym ptotic te s t  based on th e  m arg in a l 
d is tr ib u t io n  o f  ♦  (equation  2 .3 ) and shows th a t when (y  )SHy2 ( * )  .
the te s t  based on L has A .F .E . equal to  1. For the  ca se  n j -n 2 w ith
1
-k&- ' J
1 Table 2 .3 CU.u3.tioo o f Lo«r.nJi u l  H o i i f lu  L o , .u *  M M  U t  l e .  
ror data of Example I.
1 Observations
1
6-1» Placebo i *<£> " i
.cor. —  '
1 0 0 0 U2
1 . 1 1 1 2 1.2 0.9521* 0.9512
1
2 ,2 2 2 2 Uo 0.9021« 0.8999
3 3 3 1 38 0.8761 0.8732
1
U,b U U 2 37 0.8221 0.8177
5.5 5 5 2 35 0.7650 0.7589
■ 't l*
é é 3 33 0.671*1 0.6636
m -0.3259 -0 . 3361.
T T 1 29 0.6397 0.6286
i 8 ,8 ,8 ,8 8 e U 28 O.I.969 0.1.71.5
-0.5031 -0.5255
i 9 10 1 23 0.1.535 0.1.301
**• -0 .51.65 -0.5699
i
11.11 10 1 1 2 21 0.3583 0.3301
U * -0.61.17 -0.6699
■
12,12 11 12 2 18 0.2U72 0.2123
■ 12 13 1 16 0.181.7 0.1177
15 13 15 1 15 0 .118 1 0.0787
i
16 11. 16 1 lh 0 .01.62 0.001*3
1T 15 1T 1 13 -0.0307 -0.0757
i -1.0307 -1.0757
22 16 22 2 9 -0.2529 -0.3270




♦ indicat es censored observation.
■
L - IO.25V5 L* - 9.7239
O f 9, 02 -21, ï, - 19.2168 and
I I <Oi-*,)* -"El (0i«O2- fi)_ - 15.2183
(15.2183 U significant at the 0.15 point o f x2)
- * T -
H^tjr) •  1 -  e_jr, Hj#(jr) ■ 1 -  e“®* y>0, «>0
ke evaluates the A.F.E. for various values o f a and X. The 
A.R.E. is close to  unity for most o f the parameter values considered.
»2.6 Discussion
Lee, Desu and Gehan (1975), using the Monte Carlo procedure 
discussed in $2.1, compare the small sample power against one 
sided alternatives, in the two group case, of some o f the tests 
in this section, namely
i )  F test
i i )  Fj test : I f  T has a Weibull distribution with shape parameter o , 
then T° has an exponential distribution. The Fj test is 
performed by transforming each observation t  to  y *t ° and using 
the F test on the transformed observations.
i i i )  M test : The asymptotic form (2.10) o f Mantel's test.
iv ) W test : The asymptotic form o f the Generalised Wilcoxon test.
v ) L test : An approximation to the Logrank te s t , treating L, under 
H0, as normally distributed with sero mean and permutational 
variance
nl*n2
njn2 I L j i / (n1*n2)(n 1+n2- l )
v i )  ML test : The modified Logrank test with normal approximation 
as in v ) .
In sampling from the exponential distribution, the Fj test does not 
apply and o f the remaining five  tests,the F test is  most powerful, 
followed c losely  by the M, L and ML tests. The W test is less
-•*8-
powerful. When samples are from the Veibull d istribution with 
« •  0.75 and « •  1.25* the T test is not valid  and o f the regaining 
tests the Fj test is  most powerful followed by the ML test. The 
M, L and W tests then fo llow  in order o f decreasing power. These 
sisiulations were based on sasiple sices n,*n2“ 50 and censoring rate 
*♦3*. Further samples were generated with d iffe r in g  sample sices 
( • | « | 4 0 )  and censoring rates (0?, 10*. 25*. 75*, 90*) and regardless 
o f the test considered it  was found that power increased with increasing 
sample sice and decreasing censoring rate. The above authors also  
generated samples (m *02* 50 ) from the Veibu ll d istribution with 
different shape parameters (a * l in group 1, a"C .85 in group 2) and 
found that in this ease the W test is siost powerful followed by the 
ML, M and L tests. Since the ML and L tests  are fonnulated under the 
assumption that the survivor functions in the 2 groups derive from a 
Lehman*family this resu lt is not surprising. For further small 




I nt roduct i or.
R ea rega ion  Hg<»£i£
In  the la st ehaipter, methods o f analysis were discussed in a 
p a rt ic u la r  situation where individuals were c lassified  according to a 
f i n i t e  number o f groups (perhaps corresponding to different treatments) 
and surv ival experience compared between groups. Usually other factors 
such as age o f individual, white blood count at time o f treatment, severity 
o f  d isease and so on w i l l  a ffect survival tisie. The present chapter 
considers models which allow  for the investigation o f, and adjustment for, 
such concomitant variation.
I f  no censoring were present, normal theory least squares methods 
might be applied using some suitable transformation on survival time. 
However, these methods are not easily adapted to the censored case, 
although in particular situations some work in this area has been carried 
out (Sampford (1951*), Sampford and Taylor (1959), Kelson and Hahn (1972), 
(1 9 7 3 ). Hartley and Hocking (1971)).
Rather, recent work has proceeded on the use o f regression models for 
d is tr ibu tio n s  which are thought to approximate closely the true distribution  
o f  surv iva l tine, such as the exponential or Weibull distributions. §3.2 
in vestiga tes  a logistic  exponential regression model appropriate in the 
su rv iv a l data context. §3.3. looks closely at models in which the 
independent variables are assvsned to have a multiplicative effect on the 
hazard function.
Notation
The notation to be used in this and subsequent chapters is an 
extension o f that introduced in {2.1.
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For i  ■ X, . . . .  n, le t  Ti  be a continuous random variable representing
and corresponding independent variables y! ■ (Xj j , xi2 * *•*» xip^ * 
Denote the observation on T, by t^ vith indicator
Additional notation to be used w ill be introduced at the beginning o f the
13.2. Logistic-Exponential Model 
Model and Apalysis
For i  ■ 1, . . . »  n assume that is exponentially distributed with 
parameter X^. Sp lit the time axis into unit intervals and for deaths 
le t  Tj represent the interval in which individual i  dies. For censorings 
le t t ^  denote the la st  complete interval in which individual i  was observed 
to have not yet died i . e .  approximate censorings to have occurred at the 
beginning o f the corresponding unit interval. Then i f  ■ e ** , the 
probability o f individual i  surviving a unit interval conditional on 
entering i t ,  the log likelihood function o f X* ■ (X j, . . . .  Xq) i 8 given
6,i
i f  ti is a death 
i f  t^ is a censoring.
appropriate section.
tyers et. a l. (1973) propose a i 
the independent variab les , i .e .
i  » 1, 3.1
It  follows that
Substitution o f these expressions in l(X ) y ie ld  the log likelihood function 
t(6© ,j0. The above authors indicate procedures for the maximum likelihood  
estimation o f 6Q, ■ ( $ ! , . • • ,  Bp).
-51-
where log Qik •  -  log j l  ♦  exp (B(
-52-
P ■ . A
i *  1 *  1 y tk >rj - i  * j 1 i - i  j
Mantel and Hankey develop procedures fo r estisiating the parameters in 
the model and discuss an application using the data given in tyers e t. e l . 
Estimation o f covariance matrix
% *r i  et. a l. in ca lcu latin g the covariance matrix o f • „ ,  £  ( and tf) 
in the model at 3.1 (and 3.2) evaluate the expected values o f  the second 
partia l derivatives o f the log likelihood under the fixed observation 
time model. However, Mantel and Hankey question the use o f  th is procedure 
and suggest that significance tests concerning the parameters fo r a l l  
three models considered be carried out using the large sample likelihood  
ratio  procedure.
A lternatively, the expected values, may be evaluated by noting that 
under the random censorship model, with censoring distribution H „(y ),
r  -x jt
E («i> -  I A. a 1 (1  -  Hy ( t )>  dt
#0
* ( . , )  -  J u / .  X<t [ »  u  -  H <t>> .  0 >l H1 < « . ! ) ]  M .
u—1 u—1
Assuming a spec ific form fo r  Hy(y) the expected values o f  t .  and 6^ may 
be substituted in place o f  x^ and 6^ in the second p a rtia l derivatives o f  
the lo g  likelihood to y ie ld  the covariance m atrix o f  parameter estimators. 
(The second derivatives are simple lin ea r functions o f Xj and 6^).
The introduction o f  the function g makes the use o f this technique for  
the model at 3.3 computationally complex.
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1 3 »  3 . F r o p ° r V i ^ ‘ V
Tha. cpa.J3R.a~A
C o x  (1 9 T 2 )  p r o p o a e »  a  model in  w h ich . fo r  i  »  1, . . . .  n, the hazard 
f u n c t i o n  » ¿ ( O  f o r  t h e  i * t h  in d iv id u a l  ia  given by 
» D E L  X s X£ < t>  -  X0 ( t )  exp ( £ ’ * ± )
w h e r e  ¿ ’ -  C » x .  - -  -  .  S p ) i s  »  v e c t o r  o f  unknown parameters and * Q( t )  U
en  u n k n o w n  f u n c t i o n  o f  t im e . N o te  th a t  fo r  any two individual» i ,  j ,  i f j ,  
X t (%)  -  X j t t )  e x p  < X *  ( ^ i  -  Jg>  > 
a o  t h a t  t h e  m o d e l  i a  o f  t h e  p r o p o r t io n a l  hazarda type. An attractive  
f e a t u r e  o f  m o d e l  I  i a  t h a t  t h e  fu n c t io n  AQ( t ) ,  termed the widerlying 
h a z a r d  f u n c t i o n ,  i a  l e f t  a r b i t r a r y .  In  the next »ection models in which 
XQ( t )  t a k e s  a  a p e c i f i e  fo rm  w i l l  b e  considered .
T h e  E x p o n e n t i a l  an d  W e i b u l l  «auacis
P r e n t i c e  (1 9 T 3 )  h a s  c o n s id e r e d  two models in which the function 
X ( t )  t a k e s  a  s p e c i f i c  fo rm .
e -1 « 1  X then
<*,X>0
o d e l Z then
I f  Xo( t )  -  Xat 
»,/*> -  X.t" - 1  .XI ( f  Z l ).
MODEL I I I  s I f  Xo( t )  - X in l 
X±( t )  -  X exp ( £ , '
N o t e  t h a t  i f  a  -  1 ,  m odel I I  red u ces  to  I I I .  The ran dee variable T j,  
r e p r e s e n t i n g  s u r v i v a l  t im e  f o r  th e  i ’ th  ind iv idual ia exponential under 
m o d e l I I I  a n d  W e i b u l l  u n d e r  m odel I I .
In the two group case
group 1 members,
JZi ~ i
m o d e l I I  r e d u c e s  t o  
X < t>  -
it
f  Xat° *■
i x e e ' t « - 1 group 2
r i  x a t  io n  o f  th e  model discussed in 12.2 with a-Y and
l o g  9 -
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Mo 4*1 III was f i r s t  considered by Glasser (1967) for a single 
independent variable.
Myers et. e l. (1973) point out an interesting connection between 
" »d e l  XV and the fo r* o f  the lo g is it ic  exponential nodal at 3.2 Fro» 3.2 
snd fo r  snail « ,
so that
»1  ■ s  «  °  ( ¿ i j ) .
which is  equivalent to the expression for X^(t) in model XXX. Byar and 
Mantel (1975) have considered this connection in greater detail.
Inclusion  of strata
In applications the assumption that particular independent variab le (a ) 
act multiplicatively on the hazard function may not be true. To incorporate 
such a situation (or alternatively to elisiinate those independent variables  
not o f  primary interest), Kalbfleisch (197^) suggests an extension o f  
Model I .
Suppose that the individuals may be sp lit  into s strata according 
to  the values o f the independent variab le (s ) violating the assumptions o f
■odel I (or M t of jrimary concern) and for i « l ,  . . .  , , j « l , ___, s let
Tj j  be a random variable representing survival time o f the ith individual 
in the jth stratum. The above author proposes a model in vhich the hazard 
function o f is given by 
MOEEL IV : Xjt ( t ) ■ *o j( t )  exp (£ ' ¿ ^ j ) ,
where x^j is the vector o f independent variables to be included in the 
description of the model for the ith member o f the jth stratum. S im ilarly , 
in th is  situation, models I I  and XXI may be adjusted respectively as 
MODEL V : X ^ it ) »  X ^  t aj _1 exp (¿ ' x . j )  ,
MODEL VI i X ^ t )  -  Xj exp (£ ' .
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Note that the proportional hazards assumption is retained within strata  
fo r each o f the above models. Further generality may be obtained on 
allowing independent variables included in the models to have different 
effects  between strata.
Holt and Prentice (1971*) have considered models IV and VI, and 
model V (with ■ a for a l l  j )  in the matched pair situation i .e . n^  •  2 , 
j  ■ 1, . . . .  ng ■ s. These models are essentially o f a different type to  
the general within strata models given above in that introduction o f new 
observations introduces new parameters (o r  new functions in the case o f  
» »d e l IV ). The resulting methods o f inference w ill  not be considered 
here and the reader is referred to Holt and Prentice for details.
Related models.
Although models I to VI w i ll  provide the main subject for study 
in the remainder o f this work, several other models o f the proportional 
hazards type have received attention. Two that w ill  be b rie fly  considered 
here, o f the exponential type, closely relate to model I I I  and could 
easily  be extended to the s tra tified  situation in an obvious way.
F irs tly , a model proposed by Fiegl and Zelen (1965), assumes that 
the hazard function for individual i  is  given by
»!< »>  -  ( .  • £ ' X j)*1 .
Zippin and Armitage (1966) extend the method o f analysis given by Fiegl and 
Zelen to incorporate censored data. Several authors who have subsequently 
used th is  model have encountered computational d iff icu lt ie s , due to the 
restric tion  that, fo r i “l ,  . . . .  n,a ♦ £ ' jt j >0. The methods outlined by 
Mantel and J$rers (1971) have gone some way towards solving these problems 
although analysis remains cumbersome.
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Secondly, Greenberg et. a l . (1971* ) propose a model in which
»!<*> ■ •  J i  •
Again the restriction a + *0 , i * l ,  . . . ,  n is  necessary and causes
sim ilar d iff icu lt ie s .
Thus i f  ease o f application is  considered as a criterion for choosing 
between different nodels (as  it  probably is in the analysis o f data) either 
o f the above should only be used i f  the ir approximation to the true 
situation is  thought (o r  discovered) to be better than any o f the models 
1 to VI.
The form o f  exp ¿)
The exponent in each o f the models 1 to VI is  quite flex ib le  in that, 
as Cox (1972) points out, x may be replaced by any general function 
h(jJ, x) o f  the independent variab les . A rela tive ly  simple transformation 
which may assist in the physical interpretation o f  the models I ,  I I  and I I I  
is obtained by using, for i  •  1, . . . ,  n
* i j  •  "iJ  ‘  ‘i *  *mi 'lyr •
for some o r a l l  o f j  •  1, . . . ,  p. Similar transformations within strata  
w ill allcar sim ilar interpretations in models IV, V and VI.
In addition, Cox (1972) suggested that time dependent independent 
variables might be included in the specification o f model I .  For example, 
in the two group situation, a suitable form o f model I slight be 
*£<%) ■ i *Q( t )  group 1 members
(  *Q( t )  exp (0 i  ♦ 8*t) group 2 menbers
Such variables may sim ilarly  be used in models I I  to VI. Note however 
that time dependent variables destroy the proportional hazards assumption. 
(The comments o f Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1972a) on how such variables would 
affect model I are m isleading). Discussion o f the valid ity  o f including 
time dependent variables o f th is  type is given in IU.6 and 5U.7 and their  
use regarding goodness o f  f i t  is  considered in *6.1 and *6.2. Otherwise it


Ik .l. Introduction 
Simmary
Inferential procedures arising from models I to VI w i l l  be  
discussed in this chapter. Parameter estimation w ill be achieved  
by the methods of maximum likelihood (Ik .2 and Ik .3) although 
other approaches, marginal likelihood (Ik .6 ), partia l likelihood  
(•k.T) and Bayesian (Ik .6) w ill  be considered. |k.k investigates  
methods o f estimating covariance matrices o f relevant parameter 
estimators and Ik.5 indicates tests of significance concerning 
th e ir  values. For the parametric models, results w ill u sua lly  be 
given for models I I  and V only. Corresponding expressions fo r  
models I I I  and VI may be deduced as special cases.
Tied Data
I t  w ill be assumed throughout that random variables representing 
survival time are continuous. Frequently, however, data w i l l  be 
recorded in a form involving t ies . I f  these are small in number, 
a random breaking of the t ie s  w ill  usually be adequate. To cover 
the possib ility  o f a large number of t ie s , Cox (1972) discusses a 
lo g is tic  model closely related to model I .  Kalbfleisch and Prentice  
(1973) extend their marginal likelihood approach to incorporate tied 
data, retaining the form o f model I .  See also Breslow (197k). Each 
o f these methods may be employed within strata, under model IV . 
Analysis using any of the parametric models I I ,  I I I ,  V and V I is  
unaffected by the possib ility  o f tied data.
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Notation
L«t t i *  < . . .  < t n denote the ordered censored and uncensored 
dependent observations with corresponding indicators
•• c
i f  t^ is  a death 
i r  t ,  b .  censoring, 
and independent variables , and denote by t (1 ) < t ^  . . . < t (k )  
the ordered uncensored survival times.
When dealing with models IV, V and VI the notation may be 
extended in an obvious way. In the j ’ th stratum, let
« • • •  * t#j nj  b<! the ordere<1 observations, with indicators 
® j i  *nd indePendent' variables Corresponding unordered
quantities w ill be denoted by t , . ,  and
fg m U o n  Of likelihood fa c t io n .
Model I
Cox (1972), in computing the likelihood function under model I ,  
considers only time points t j »  at which deaths occur (d j*  -  1 ).
Given the set o f individuals who have observations on survival time
the probability that the death is  on the individual as observed 
is
The required likelihood is then obtained as the product, over deaths, 
o f such terms and
L (£ )  ■  7~\ < «*P  (£ ' 2 i*> /  A **P  (£ '
i - 1  1 j - i  J
F u rth e r d iscu ss ion  on the form ation o f  t h i s  l i k e l i h o o d  i s  g i v e n  i n  
•k .6  end I k .7.
M r t f l i  »1 >»•■? —
Under model 21 the l ik e lih o o d  fu n c t io n  i s  g i v e n  toy 
L ( f .  A .e )  -  7 1  U  a eft’* i ) 4 i exp ( - A t ^  « ¿ ’ * 1 )  U . 2 .
M odel» IV . V end VI
The approach employed fo r  model I  s u g g e s t s  t h a t  t h e  l i k e l i h o o d  
fu n c t io n  L (§ )  under model IV  may be c o n s t ru c te d  a s  t h e  p r o d u c t  o v e r  
s t r a t a ,  o f  terms
7 1  {exp(SL' »*j£ ) / **p(fi'
and thus
L (£ )  “ 71^ ** -  3 -
The l ik e lih o o d  function  L (£ , _X, a )  under m o d e l V  i s  f o r m e d  
in  a  s im ila r  way using k . 2  and
«■<4.& .s> -  A  T \ < » j  “ j  ' i i *  ' 4 ' * J i >
w here X ' ■ ( X i , . . . ,  A# ) and a '  ■ ( a i , . . . to $ ) .
Ih.3. Parameter and function estimation 
Model I




■ fv{v - y -  H....
i-1 I • o i l '«  ,)
J-l 1
liiSAl . - Z v {  l X* «*Jk xxp(j' •W<I'»J*)
» « ,  ’ « »  i-1  ¿-1 1 !
-  I  x -Jt . , „ ( { •  I j * l  S « * jk  « * < ! '  I  “ P
-  Utk(4 ) l . k - l ......... U .7 .
The maximum likelihood estimate j  of £  is the solution o f
•  0 , k“l , . . .  ,p. Vith fev independent variab le « the
likelihood  may be tabulated directly to obtain parameter estimates. 
A lternatively  a Nevton-Raphson iterative procedure using U. 6  and 
k.T w i l l  y ie ld  £. Computation o f the second partial de riva tives  
at U .7 . ,  however, may prove tedious and a search method using  
k.5 may be preferable with large data sets. More w ill be sa id  about 
thecomputational aspects o f model fitt in g  in chapter 7.
The problem o f estimating XQ( t )  has been considered by severa l 
authors. Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1973) begin by approximating
th i* quantity u  a step function as in 11.3. Estimation o f the 
steps 1 £ is  a direct extension o f  the methods o f that section 
and given £  the above authors show that the maximum likelihood 
estimators of i“l , 2 , . . . , r  are given by
, p i * * i  .  r * i * * i
where 1 * 1 , . . . .  represent observations on survival time in
I j  with corresponding independent variables £i t . The resulting 
estimate o f  the survivor function
T ( t )  "  exp |-e^ *  f ^o^b) du| for an individual with independent
Jo
variables £ is  then
exp |-t ¿je® t i  1 |
» [-  ♦ V  » . ' W i ' M  * ]  * « ' i
* , < t ) .
A lternative ly , the Breslow approach o f *1.3 y ields estimates
.  { l*<ir*<i-i>)j ! l “ »<* «Tj»}"1 >■>...... »
“ i-ke l
which may again be used to obtain estimated survivor functions as above. 
To achieve a form which generalises the PL estimate, Breslav (1971*) 
shows that the probability o f surviving interval 1  ^ conditional
entering it  may be estimated by
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exp { -  ( t (u r ' u - D ) e&'*4 i-1, ,k -l
i-k.
and the corresponding estimate o f the survivor function is
♦ ¡ ( t )  -
i » 2 ........k
Oakes (1972) and Cox (1972) have a lso  considered the estimation of 
Xe(t ) .  The approach o f Oakes is sim ilar to that of Breslov.
Cox, assisaing that XQ(t )  is  sero except at points where deaths occur, 
performs a separate maximum likelihood estimation procedure for  
X0« >  each o f these points. The resu lting estimate of the underlying 
survivor function is  a further generalisation of the PL estimate.
)totels II and Ili
Prom k.2  the log likelihood under model I I  is
Differentiating,
i * l , . . . ,p
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The second pert ia l  derivetives o f £(jg( X,a) ere
’ » ¡ ‘ » • j ' “ ' ■ -  >1' Ji> » .J -1 ........1
» ! * • * »  * i *  I I . * " »
■ -  1 l »£< d o «  » ¡>  « i ‘  ■ «  U '  j £) j - i . . .
»X' *  ‘  »*  f  * i* i « l  1
>; '  1^ -  .«J
SadX *  ~ I  (lo g  t . )  t . °  exp (£ ' x . )  i - 1  1
3az ’  - « ^ ‘ 1  -  ‘J / 10«  V * » ! *  “ »  < i- »i> U .1 0 .
Max ir.um likelihood  estimates ¿ , * , a of £ , X, a may be obtained as 
with model I .
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' “ jk  <#.•».*> -  * u
l I ! J P*1 (* ,x - »  J j ' u
ill¡ p» ï  <*•»••* ■ :  í|i* u  ( m i , i ) -  t u »  » ♦ s ' i i ) )  j . k - i ........
i n p .i  p*i •  p
« ' V i  p « ' * - * - " '  •  ì » 1|l ( t ( 1 ‘ 1 ) -  (1° *  * * ' * 1 »
I n p.2 p.2 *  J S .Î  ( »  ♦  k U ,2 )  -  2(1<X!> *  ¿ ' i i l L d . l )
♦ (IO *» »  i ’ s , )* » .
Similar resu lt* fo r model V are obtained usine
xj
e ' f i ' i j i
®i XJ
r m*\  - •“ &' Sj i
Pj i  }  "
" • 7 \ i
f t (  1 ,1 ) -  d o «  Xj ♦Ê’ S ji ïJ
(L ( l ,2 )  -2 (log  Xj ♦ I ’j j j i U l . l )
♦ (log Xj ♦ i'jiji)2)
Ag.^ptions concernir^ the censoring s -c U n ig
Under the fixed observation tine model, i f ,  fo r i “l , . . . ,n 
T- represents the maxinnn observable time for individual i ,  then i 
model IX
E U j)  -  1 -  exp ( -  T j^ e l '* 1)
E(Ti®) -  -  ^ ■— (1  -  exp ( -  X T ^ e S 'i i) )
E ((lo « T^> Tj®) “ J * (lo « u) u2® 1 Xae® exp(- Xu®e  ^ 2^)du 
♦ ( l o «  ^ »»¿ •e x p t -X t^ e f i '» ! )
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E ((lo g  -  Jx( lo g  u>2 ua“ _1 Xa«ft’ * i « c p (  -X u ® ^ '* * )* »
♦  ( lo g  T j ) * » ! *  exp (-X Y j®  e ® 'x i ).
when a# 1, evaluation of the last two terms cannot be achieved analytically. 
However in the exponential case, these terms are not needed and the 
required quantities are 
E d j )  -  1 -  exp(-XY. e£ '* i )
E(T^) -  1 -  exp ( -  XT je^ 'W )!.
Under the random censorship model 
! ( « £ ) -  i Ae^ '* 1 at®- 1  exp (-Ae^ '***®) { 1  -  Hy ( t ) )  dt
EiTj®) -  f o t® C i(t, X, a ) dt
E ((log TjJTj®} -  r i1» «  t )  t®Ci (t ,  £ , A, a )  dt
E( (log Ti )l Ti®>- J0(log t ) 2t®Ci (t ,  £ , A, « )  dt,
where C j ( t ,  X, « )  -  Xe*,* iat®” 1 e x p (-X «fi’ Si t ° ) ( l - H y ( t )>
♦ exp(-Xe^ t® ) h ' v ( t ) .
Yi
and for i » l , . . . tn, Yj is a random v a r ia b le  representing period 
o f observation for individual i with d istribu tion  function ( . ) .
s are obtained in an obvious way for models V and VI.Similar resulti
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»U.5 Teste o f Bignificar.ee concerning parameters 
Stepwise procedures
The purpose of an analysis using any o f the above models 
w il l  usually  be to select those independent variab les  having a 
s ign ificant e ffect upon survival. This may be achieved by a 
forward stepwise procedure sim ilar to that used in standard m ultiple  
regression , the effect of each new independent variab le  introduced 
into the model being assessed using the la rge sample likelihood  
ratio  test procedure. A backward stepwise procedure, f i t t in g  a 
model with a l l  independent variables included and elim inating each 
one in tu rn , is  an alternative approach used in a re la ted  context 
by Greenberg and Bayard (197k). The former method w i ll  prove more 
useful fo r  applications in which the number o f  independent variab les  
is  la rge . In addition the hypotheses KQ: e * l  and HQ:a i»a 2" . . .  *1
sire appropriate for distinguishing between models I I  and I I I  and 
between models V and VI respectively and nay be assessed using the 
large sample test mentioned above.
Model I  ~ connection with Logrank test
In discussing model I ,  Cox (1972) indicates that the g loba l 
nu ll hypothesis He :£ ■ 0 may be tested by noting that the 
s ta t is t ic  . . . . .  i *  asymptotically normally
d istr ibu ted , under H , with rero mean vector and covariance 
matrix Ji(fi)” 1  where U(£) -  £- In the two group case where
rO group 1  members
* i *  "  *1* *  .' 1  group 2 members
th is  s ta t is t ic  reduces to
-6 9 -
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U (0 ) -
i  « ! * ( . , .  -  ii - 1  1 1 n - i e l  *
i v il - l  1 1
y f ? 1
( n - i e i )  sii V  -  l j = i xj  j
In  the notation  o f  * 2 .1 .  £ 6 , •  I





i f  «J *  -  1
-  1 m  ■
i - i  . t
-  m2 i , | .  Ì  * H  ~ 2 i
Comparison w ith  2.10 shows tha t the above t e s t  i s  equivalent to 
M antel's  t e s t  based  on the  s t a t is t i c  M,j. The connection with the 
Logrank t e s t  a t  2.15 au tom atica lly  fo llo w s .
*U,6. M arg inal l ik e l ih o o d  approach 
Introduction
The techniques o f  m arginal l ik e lih o o d  to  be used in th is  
section  have been developed along s im ila r  l in e s  by Fraser (1968) 




Several contributors to the discussion o f Cox (1972) 
vere unhappy about the formation o f  the likelihood function at U. 1 
and K albfle isch  and Prentice (1973) have ju stified  it s  fo r »  vithin  
the framework o f  marginal likelihood. These authors argue that in 
the uncensored case, the rank vector is  sufficient fo r ¿ 'in  the 
absence o f knowledge of ! „ ( . ) '  ( i . e .  marginally suffic ien t fo r  ¿  ,
Barnard (1 9 6 3 )). The siarginal likelihood of ¿ , L (£ ) is  then 
proportional to  the distribution o f  the rank vector. In the censored 
ease, the f u l l  rank vector is  not observed and Kalhfleiseh and 
Prentice suggest that the marginal likelihood is  sensibly based on the 
probability tha t the rank vector is  one of those possible under the 
observed sample. The resulting expression is identical to the form 
k .l. It  is  important to note that th is extension to the censored 
case cannot be ju s tif ie d  formally within the context o f marginal 
likelihood. In  addition, the marginal likelihood approach assstanes 
that 1 0( « )  is  not identically xero over an open interval o f  the 
positive r e a l  l in e ,  and that independent variables are not functions 
of time. The marginal sufficiency arguments break down i f  time 
dependent covariates  are included in the model.
Models I I  and I I I
For model I I ,  in the uncensored case, A ■ (A j ........  An) ' ,
where A j ■ T ./ T j, i* 2 , . . . ,n ,  is  marginally suffic ien t for ¿ ,a  and 
the marginal likelihood L(£, a ) o f  £,a is proportional to the p .d .f.  
f* (ft ) o f  A. The p .d .f. o f J  -  (T j , .  • • , Tn) '  is
fm(l) ■ Xnon [ t j * " 1) exp ( l B 'x . -  X l t .ae£ '* i j .
*- 4 - 1  1 1 4 - 1  1 i-1 1 >
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Applying the m ultivariate transformation
T, - T | .  Tj -  AjT, imS ........n
and integrating Tj from the resulting expression it follows that 
f .  ( j )  -  (n -l)J an_1 exp f l £ ’ * i ]  7^  ^ i®”1 [ l “i“ e®’4* ] whcre »1*1
*  4 -1 4 - 3  4 -1
* M £. a ) .
In the censored case the marginal likelihood of £,a is  proportional 
to the probability that £  is one o f those possible given the sample. 
(As in the case o f  model I this extension to the censored case cannot 
be justified fo rm ally ). Without loss o f generality it  may be assumed 
that
«1 •  «2 •  •• • ■ « r  • 1 r  *  2
W W —  ■ * . -  o.
and the event o f interest is
A2 -  a2 ) . . . ,  Ar -  ar , Ar el > ar + l ' " ’ ’ A * an having probability
f / ( t > * ' " * • ■ * ■ ........V  * r '  -  “r * l ....... * .  * “ l
*J p(Tr . l  * ........ T.  * t l * n / T t - t l ip tT i l i .A , - » ............Ar- * r )«t i
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Corresponding arguments in model IV indicate that the marginal 
likelihood o f J3 arises out o f the joint d istribution  o f the set 
o f rank vectors (with the Maual extension to  the censored case ), one fo r  
each stratum, and the resulting expression is  identical to 1».3.
Similar considerations also extend results to incorporate model V. 
Inferential procedures
Methods o f inference based on the marginal likelihoods in models 
I I  and I I I  have been discussed by Prentice (1973). He suggests 
that tests of significance concerning £ , a in model I I  and £ in 
model I I I  be conducted by comparing the nu ll values to be tested with 
the corresponding distribution o f the marginally sufficient s ta t is t ic . 
Similar methods may be used with models V and V I. In each o f these 
models suitable estimators o f the parameters are provided by the 
mode o f the marginal likelihood. D ifferentiating the log marginal 
likelihood of £ ,a in model I I  shows that £ ,a  are the solutions o f
■73-
CampariBon with U.9 »hows that the resu ltin g estimates are identical 
to those obtained using the standard maximum likelihood procedure. 
Estimates in  model V, obtained as above, also coincide vith  those 
obtained by maximum likelihood.
The la rg e  sample properties o f  maximian likelihood, hovever, have 
yet to be estab lished  fo r methods based on marginal lik elihood . The 
im plications o f  Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1973), that these should 
necessarily  ho ld  in general, must be treated vith caution, although 
fo r  the s p ec ia l cases o f the marginal likelihoods based on models 1 
and IV , such la rg e  sample resu lts  are  v a lid , as v i l l  be seen In the next 
section.
jU.T P a r t ia l  likelihood approach 
defin ition  and properties
Cox (1975) has c la r ifie d  the position concerning his ’ conditional* 
likelihood fo r  ^ d e l  I  through the concept o f p a rt ia l likelihood , which 
in Cox's notation  may be defined as fo llows:
Suppose £  is  a random variab le  with p .d .f .  f^ (£  ; ®) which may 
be transformed to a sequence o f (possib ly  vector-valued) random variables  
(X j, S j j  j « l , . . . , m )  the transformation not depending on the unknown 
parameter . Then
-Tk-
and the second term o f th is  expression is  defined as the p a r t ia l  
lik e lih oo d  based on £  in the sequence (X^, Sj ; ¿ ■ l, . . . ,m }.
r x , . f ........... J j . S , .  s , .......... »J “  “  r°*~ Of
f v  Y y «, g <*1. *2 »• • • * x ,,8 | , ............S . )Xl .  X2 .........J J ' anl]  80
on ). I f  a su it a b le  transformation is available such that the p a rt ia l
lik e lih oo d  depends only on the parameters o f interest then inferences
concerning these  parameters may be based on this likelihood. cox
d iscusses s e v e ra l points associated with the uniqueness and rormation
o f  p a r t ia l  lik e lih o o d s . In addition he shows that the standard
large sample properties of maximum likelihood., that im
i )  asym ptotic normality o f parameter estimators,
i i )  consistency  o f  the matrix o f 2nd pa rtia l derivatives,
evaluated at e ith e r  the parameter estimates or the true parameter values, 
in the estim ation  o f  the covariance matrix,
i i i )  la rg e  sample x2 test procedure based on the likelihood ra t io , 
are a l l  v a l id  when dealing with pa rtia l likelihoods.
Using the notation o f *k .l for j " l , . . . , k  le t Bj represent the 
event, in d iv id u a l with independent variable dies at 
and le t  repereser.t the event that a death occurs at t^ » and 
in d iv id u a ls  censored in t ( i ) ^  •*"* as observed. Then, Cox
argues that the  resu lt in g  pa rtia l likelihood for model I  i s l * . i .
Crowley (197*0 makes these points mathematically exp licit f o r  the two 
sample problem. A further point o f importance is that th is  approach 
allow s the in c lu sion  o f time dependent covariates.
I t  fo llo w s  d irec tly  that the likelihood under model i v ,  at U.3, 
may be in terp re ted  as a partial likelihood and the inclusion o f  time 
dependent co variate s  is  also permitted in th is  model.
»**■8. Bayesian approach
Models I I and III
A Bayesian approach to the analysis o f models I I  and I I I  
night sensibly choose the non-informative priors * (£ , X) «  ^  for 
Bodel I I I  and w(£,X,oi ) «  ^  for model I I .  The posterior density 
under model I I  is then
h 1 As*1'*'1’ •
•> -  ------------n -1" ------------------------------•
exp(X l t j  exp (g '6 i )>
i-1 1
and using the result
r xk e-lut -  , where k is  a non negative integer, i t  follows
that the marginal posterior density o f #, J is
.(£,.) - f «
• (¿v1)1-**1'1 ft« ‘
{ j  « p 't ' i i 1}   ^ *
which is  identical to the expression U .l l  for L (£ ,a) (except for a constant 
o f proportionality).




the marginal posterior density o f £,a is the product over strata 
of terms U.12., identical to the marginal likelihood under model V.

e f f i c i e n c y
T h i s  c h a p t e r  i s  c o n c e r n e d  m a in ly  w ith the re la tive  efficiency o f  
m e t h o d s  o f  e s t i n a t i o n  b a s e d  o n  m odel I  when the true model ia either
» 5 - 3 - __ I n t r o d u c t i o n
am g i v e n  toy K e n d a l l  a n d  S t u a r t  (1 9 7 2 . p .19 ) fo r  eetimators which are 
a s y m p t o t i c a l l y  n o r m a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d .  I f  6j is  an asymptotically 
e f f i c i e n t  e s t i m a t o r  o f  ttoe  p a r t i c u l a r  £  component 0 o f  interest and
T h e  q u a n t i t y  R2  x  m ay toe i n t e r p r e t e d  in  la rg e  samples as the inverse
I n  a l l  a p p l i c a t i o n a  t o  toe c o n a id e r e d  h e re , s •  1. Results concerning 
t h e  a s y m p t o t i c  e f f i c i e n c y  o f  t e s t in g  procedures may be obtained by 
e x p l o i t i n g  t h e  c o n n e c t i o n  b e tw e e n  A .R .E . and estimating efficiency outlined 
toy K e n d a l l  a n d  S t u a r t  ( 1 9 7 2 .  P  28h/5 ).
v e r i f y  t h e s e  a s y m p t o t i c  r e s u l t s  and t o  assess the effect o f censoring
toy s i m u l a t i o n .
T h e  w i t h i n  s t r a t a  m o d e ls  a r e  investiga ted  in *5.5. The large and 
s m a l l  s a m p le  r e s u l t s  f o r  m o d e l I  a r e  considered for the 2 and K group 
c a s e s  i n  * 5 . 2 . .  w h i l e  * 5 . 3  an d*5 .** in vestiga te  the one and two independent 
v a r i a b l e  s i t u a t i o n s  r e s p e c t i v e l y .
I I  o r  Z Z Z .  S i m i l a r  c o m p a r i s o n s  between the within strata models are
a l s o  c o n s i d e r e d .
A  s u i t a b l e . s u r e  o f  a s y m p to t ic  e ffic ie n cy  o f  sethoda o f estimation
©2 i s  a n o t h e r  e s t i m a t o r  w i t h
v a r  (  ©1 ) -  -jp» ( © *  ) a s  n ■* •». then the asymptotic
r e l a t i v e
r a t i o  o f  s a m p le  s i t e s red ed  t o  g iv e  the estimators equal variances.
C a r l o  m e t h o d s ,  s i m i l a r  t o  those o f  12.1 w i ll  be used to
Lea w i ll  also be achieved
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Asymptotic covariance matrix of &, in parametric models
I t  is convenient at this stage to consider again the results 
o f lU.i* concerning the asymptotic covariance matrix o f £ for the 
parametric models in the uncensored case. Under model I I ,  the 
information matrix may be partitioned in a natural way as
........ [‘n il
where A, a p * p symmetric matrix,has elements
k.J-1........p.
a p * 2 matrix has elements
C y  ■ <£•*••> « .........p  i J -1 .2 .
and B, a 2 «  2 syimnetric matrix, has elements
”*j " W r j ’» ' * - »  *• > l -=-
The asymptotic covariance matrix [ l I I (£ ,X ,c i)] 1 may then be 
conveniently written as
r  » ......•...... ..................
L - l ' 1 C'M : r 1 ♦ B-1  S ’ » £  B->
where M ■ (£ - C Jg 1 £ ')  1 and the marginal distribution o f £ is
asymptotically N(£, JJ).
Sim ilarly, under model V, the information matrix £V(i,A ,a )  may 
partitioned as above and A, a p * p symmetric matrix, has elements
“  nj
S it  *  xj i k  x j i t  k * 1-1 ........ ..
£ ■ l C j  where C^, are p * s matrices with elements
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C“ J ‘  ‘ j  > 1 ,J U  ‘
c.  Hi ■ i j  -  (1° «  *< *  i ' i j i » -
k -  1........p i ■1,. . .  • -
The matrix g may be w ritten in the form
h i x J
n . B
where Bx ■ diag#
(v * ; >
Ba ■ diags | 
and
fa
• j  i"
1 a .
1
L ( l ,2 )  -  2 (log »♦  fi’ S j i )  U l . l )  ♦
& » . -  ai* * . V i
<L (1 ,1 ) -  Uog kj ♦  g '2 j i )> ]  • and
■ i j l 1'
diag^ (a^) denotes the v. • m diagonal matrix with element a j .
Asymptotically B ~ N(fi, M) where M -  (A -  £• B 1  C) 1  1« as before. 
Results for models I I I  end VI are obvious special cases o f the above.
IS. 2 The two and K group cases 
Large sample efficiency
As pointed out in I U . 5 , the model I s ta t is t ic  in the two
group case is identical, t o  the logrank s ta tis t ic  at 2.15« The resu lts  
at the end o f 12.5 in d ic a te  that the test based on th is  statistic  is 
asymptotically fu lly  e f f i c i e n t  under random censorship« when the 
censoring distributions in  the two groups are equal and the true 
distribution o f surv iva l time is exponential. Further asymptotic 
resu lts have also been discussed in that section.
In the K-group
Eu *  *1 * ........ * i  K -l
'1  i f  i  in group j 
[0 otherwise.5 i -  <*
the null hypothesis H0z Bj“ 82 "  ••• ■ *  0 can be tested
using the sta tis t ic  given in (U .5  and under Hq
Crowley (1973) has extended the above 2 group results under identical 
conditions showing that the test based on 5.1. is  asymptotically fu lly  
e ffic ient. Again losses in efficiency occur for unequal censoring 
distributions.
Small sample power
In the two group case, Lee, Desu and Gehan (1975) using the Monte 
Carlo procedure o f (2.1 have evaluated the small sample power o f the 
single ta iled  test based on the sta tia t ic  j ^ ^  , treating
/  A j(0 ) as 1 ( 0 , 1 ) under HQs • These authors incorporate 
this test in the comparisons summarized in (2 .6 . and in both the 
censored and uncensored situations show that this test compares 
favourably with a ) the F-test when the true distribution o f survival 
time is exponential and b ) the F j-te st  when the distribution is  
Weibull. The ssmll sample efficiency o f maximum likelihood estimation 
based on model I to that under model I I I ,  in the 2 group case is  
considered in (5.3 as a special case o f the single independent variable 
situation.
(5.3 A single independent variable 
The results o f Kalbfleisch
The re la tive  efficiency o f the method o f estimation based on 
model I compared to that based on model I I I  has been considered in the 
single independent variable uncensored case by Ksabfleisch(l97>«a).
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The results o f  15.1 with p » l  indicate that the model I I I  
information matrix is  given by
*<0.X) ■ ° IL° b/x*J
w here. for j » l , 2 , . . . ,  wt -  -  f is  the j 't h  central momeiJ n i . i  i
o f  the fin ite  population (*| , S2 , « , « , * a )* i t  then follows that 
® I I I *  likelihood estimator o f 0 in model I I I ,  is
d istribu ted  asymptotically as 11(0, 1/^^ ).
Under Model I ,  the likelihood function can be written
and using k .T ., the 2nd derivative of the log likelihood is
-  -  « 2(e>
where g j (0 )  ■ -  * *  ^ .
Putting I J(0 ) -  E (g2(0 ) )  ■ Zg2( * )  L (0 ), where the simulation is  over
a l l  n! possible rank vectors j ,  it  follows that asymptotically 0 j, 
the maximum likelihood estimator o f 0 under model I ,  has distribution  
R (0 , l / j l ( ej ) .  The asymptotic variance o f 8j cannot be evaluated 
ex p lic it ly  for non-zero 0. However at 0-0 re la t ive ly  simple results 
may be obtained, where
i 1« »  -  { . [
and Ep denotes expectation over the permutation distribution of the 
f in it e  population (x 4, x2, . . . ,  *„ )• Since
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At 0 ■ 0, the asymptotic variances o f Bj and Bjjj are simple inverse 
functions o f the sample size, so that Rj j j j tO ),  the asymptotic re la t iv e  
efficiency o f Bj (compared to Sjjj ) is  1. Thus the method o f estim ation, 
Bj, using model I is  asymptotically fu lly  efficient vhen 8*0 and the 
connection between estimating efficiency and A.R.E. mentioned e a r lie r  
implies that a test o f Hq: B"0 based on the distribution o f Bj has 
A.R.E. equal to 1 when compared to the asymptotically e ffic ient test based 
on the marginal distribution of Bjjj .
For non-zero B, I * ( b ) cannot be evaluated analytically and some 
approximations are needed. Expanding log I I (B) as a Taylor series about 
the value B"0
a l l  values o f B.
Evaluating term by term.
-8U-
I I (0 ) -  np2 ♦  o(n)
>I'a^  “ Ep (g3(0) - g2(0 )gi (0 )} - o(n)
.  Ep 6 . ( 0 )  -  2cs( o ) c i ( o )  -  (C a io ) )1 ♦  « 2 « » { « i ( o ) ) ^
■ -  2nu22 ♦ ° (n ).
For details o f the calculations leading to these results see 
Kalbfleisch (l97**a). From 5.3 i t  follows that, in the neighbourhood 
of 6" 0, I * (ß )  ■ ni»2e~W2e and the asymptotic relative efficiency of
Bj at 6 is  given by
5- k-
I f  the true distribution is  Weibull and model I I  is  appropriate
I 1A(e ,* ,a )
where B ■
m,2 : o - iau. I “a ,.S[o : S’ 6-Knu? I !'
0 J  *ith
B n“ ^ 2 » Bj2 ■ ^  (1 -  «  -  logx ) «  B21 and
B22*  ~ »  -  logX)2 * ^  * 82u2)and using the results o f 15.1.
c E " V  -  c 1228 „ < bu  b22 -  b , , 2) * 1 -  m V  (  l‘ ♦  s V  ]  1
so that asymptotically
var (Bj j ) -  (A -  C B*1 C’ ) " 1 -  ♦  ^ y  , and in the neighbourhood
o f  B» 0,
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5.5.
Hote that RT TT(0> «  1 and tha t, since
asym ptotically  and in the neighbourhood o f  B »  0
v a r  ( # j )  »  var ( * j j ) * var C i j j j )  ■<> that
Note a lso  from the above analysis  that
( i  *
These asymptotic e ffic ie n c ie s  have been evaluated in tab le  5.1. 
f o r  various values o f  |b | v ith  mj a i .  Note that Rj m (® >  exe* « d*
O.T5 fo r |e| < 0.5361«. In  the 2 group case vith  Z j ■ %-owp 2
and equal numbers in each group th is  corresponds to a ratio  
o f  approximately 3s 1 fo r  the fa i lu re  rates  in the 2 groups.
K a lb fle isch , using computer s im ulation , indicates that 5.1«. is  
a good approximation when the d is tr ib u t io n  o f  the fin it e  population 
K ),  * 2 , . . . ,  *_ i »  symmetric but d iscrepancies occur i f  the d istribution  
i s  skew. To investigate these claims and to  assess the effects  o f  
censoring on the e ffic iency  r e s u lt s , these and other simulations 
a re  given here. 1O00 observations were randomly generated 
(500 in each group) fo r  model I I I  v ith  X » l ,  p * l and
Nevton-Raphson method. This procedure vas repeated 20 times and for
re su lts  are given in tab le  5 .2A ). Tvo fu rther situations vere 
a lso  considered. F ir s t ly , the f in i t e  p o p u la tio n (z j, Z2 , . • • ,*iooo^
consituted a random sample from a standard normal d istribution  and 
secondly from a unit exponential d is tr ib u t io n . In each case the 
f in it e  population vas standardised
each 6 value, sample variances o f  Bj ‘i l l ca lcu lated. The
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A) Two (roup case. (20 simulations)
Table 5 .2 . Sample means and variances o f  Bj and Bjjj and estimated A.R.E.
o f  Bj compared to  B j j j f o r  B* -  0 .9 (0 .1 )0 .$
e V n ' * ’ ' i n  ’ “ f 1'variance(«102)
Bj average Bj sample 
variance(«10*)
estimat«
RI , I I I (I
-0.5 0.779 -O.W829 0.159k -0.k8k8 0.1758 0.906
-0.1* 0.852 -0.3829 0.159k -0.38k8 0.169k 0.9kl
-0.3 0.91k -0.2829 0.159k -0.2851 0.1591 1.001
-0 .2 C961 -0.1829 0.159k -0.l8k2 0.1588 1.00k
-0.1 0.990 -0.0829 0.159k -0.0836 0.1603 0.99k
0.0 1.000 0.0171 0.159k 0.0170 0.1611 0.989
0.1 0.990 0.1171 0.159k 0 .118 2 0.1590 1.002
0.2 0.961 0.2171 0.159k 0.2196 0.1661 0.959
0.3 0.91k 0.3171 0.159k 0.3211 0.1757 0.907
O.k 0.852 O.klTl 0.159k O.k230 0.1807 0.882
0.5 0.779 0.5171 0.159k 0.5251 0.1897 0.8k0
-8 8 -
B) Independent varie t ies  observations from N (0 ,1 ). (10 simulations)
0 RI , I I I (ß) 
using 5.5.
® m avera£e • i n  • - P 1'
varianee ( » 102 )
6 j average variance( « 10* )
estimated
V m ( *>
-0 .5 0.779 -O.U987 0.1127 -O .503U 0 .20 12 0.560
-o .u 0.852 -0.3987 0.1127 - 0 .U0 1U O.I8OO O.626
-0 .3 0.91h -0.2987 0.1127 -0.3011 0.1537 0.733 i
-0 .2 0.961 -0.1987 0.1127 -0.2009 0.1313 O.858
-0 .1 0.990 -0.0987 0.1127 -0 .10 0 1 0 .111 0 1.015
0 .0 1.000 0.0013 0.1127 0.0015 O.IO6I I.O62
0.1 0.990 0.1013 0.1127 0 .10 20 0.1060 I.O63
0 .2 0.961 0.2013 0.1127 O.2026 0.1073 1.050
0 .3 O.91U 0.3013 0.1127 0.30UU O.IIU3 0.986
o.u O.852 O.U0 13 0.1127 O.U069 0.1188 O.9U8
0 .5 0.779 0.5013 0.1127 O.508U 0.1265 0.891
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»H I  average # IU  sample 
variance(«10*)
6j average Bj sample 
variance(«10 *)
estimated 
FI . I I I (# )
-0.5 0.T79 -0.5088 0.1U22 -0 .5056 0.2300 0.618
-o.u 0.852 -C.U0S8 0.1U22 -O.U093 0.2392 0.59W
-0.3 0.91U -0.3088 0.1U22 - O . 3 1U0 0.2069 0.687
-0.2 O.961 -0.2088 0.1U22 -0 .2122 0.1582 0.899
-0.1 0.990 -0 .1088 0.1U22 -0.1106 0.1619 0.878
0.0 1.000 -0.0088 0.1U22 -0.0092 O.1 U28 0.996
0.1 0.990 0.0912 0.1U22 0.0919 0.1U68 0.969
0.2 0 .9 6 1 0.1912 0.1U22 0.1932 0.1515 0.939
0.3 0 .91U 0.2912 0.1U22 0.295U 0.16U 0.883
o.u 0.852 0.3912 0.1U22 0.3972 0.1720 0.827
0.5 0.779 0.U912 0.1U22 0.U978 0.1721 0.827
- 9 0 -
by s u b t ra c t io n  o f  the sample mean and d iv is io n  by the  sasip le standard
d e v ia t io n  to  ensure tha t U| "O and u2 R e su lts  f r o «  IO
s im u la t io n s  a re  g iven  in  ta b le s  5>2 .B ) and 5 .2 .C ) r e s p e c t iv e ly .
In  the  th ree  cases cons idered , the  e x p re ss io n  5.**. i s  in  
rea so n a b ly  c lo s e  agreement w ith  the A .R .F . o b ta in ed  from computer 
s im u la t io n , although the re s u lt s  a re  g e n e ra l ly  le s s  s ta b le  than  tho se  
o f  K a lb f le is c h .  P a r t ic u la r ly  in  the two l a t t e r  c a s e s ,  th e  estim ated  
v a lu e s  o f  Rj j j j (B )  la ck  symmetry about B "0 . The reason fo r  t h i s  is  
no t c l e a r .
E f fe c t s  o f  cen soring
To a s s e s s  the e f fe c t  o f  cen sorin g  on the  e f f ic ie n c y  r e s u lt s  o f  the  
p rev io u s  s ec t io n  the sim ulation  study was extended . At each  
s im u la t io n , hav ing generated a random sample o f  lOOO o b se rv a t io n s  from  
the  ap p ro p r ia te  form o f  model I I I ,  th e  c l i n i c a l  t r i a l  s it u a t io n  was 
s im u la ted  (a s  in  12 .1 ) by assuming th a t in d iv id u a ls  en ter  th e  t r i a l  
a t  a  constan t ra te  in  the in t e rv a l (O .T - ) and term in a tio n  o f  the  t r i a l  
a t  T* gave a se t  o f  censored and uncensored o b se rv â t  io n s . T* was 
chosen so  th a t the expected p ro p o rtion  o f  ce n so r in g s  was su c c e ss iv e ly
0 .  3 and 0 .6 .  Thus fo r  each o f  the  3 f i n i t e  p o p u la t io n s  { z j  .*2  • • • • • *  1000^ 
and fo r  each 6 va lue  cons idered , T* was the  s o lu t io n  o f
1000
1 .  J -  .x p  < -T * • “**>>  *  p
f o r  p »  0 .3  and 0 .6 . T ab les  5 .3  and 5.U p resen t the  r e s u lt s  fo r  p^5 .3  
and p -  0 .6  re sp e c t iv e ly .
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B) Independent v a r ia b le s  observations f r o «  H(0( 1) (10 sim ulations)
d is tr ib u tio n .
0 0J1J »verace • i n  • ~ r l *
vmriance(«10*)
0j avera«e 0j sample 
vnriance(*10*)
estimated
-0.5 -0.5057 0.3112 -0.5066 0.3115 0.999
-O.k -O.U136 0.2936 -0.U151 0.3200 0.918
-0.3 -0.30». 6 0.3119 -0 . 30»»8 0.3299 O.9U6
-0.2 -0.2050 0 . 26».». -0.2058 0.2731 0.968
-0.1 -0.1059 0.1881 -0.1075 0.1931 0.97W
0.0 0.0070 0.27»»e 0.0058 0.272». 1.009
0.1 0.1071 0.2202 0.1077 0.2077 1.061
0.2 0.217»* 0.2359 0 .2 16 8 0.2037 1.158
0.3 0.3063 0.1860 0.3065 0.1932 0.963
O.h 0.»»108 0.17»*». 0.U110 O .IU 2 1.210
0.5 0.5076 0.2063 I 0.5098 0.2091 0.987
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C) Independent variab les  observation « fr o *  un it exponential d istr ibu tion
(10 s im ulations)
e *111 aver*«e •mvariance(*102 )
ftj average Bj sample 
variance(«10 2)
estimated
V n i* * »
-0.5 -O.V939 O.U06T -O.U986 O.UlOO 0.992
-o.it -0.3996 0.3135 -0.»t003 0.3168 0.990
-0.3 -0.29*»3 0.1782 -0.2958 0.1792 0.99*t
- 0 .2 -0.2020 O .I606 -0.2030 O .1W 5 1.082
-0.1 -0.1005 0 . 20i»U -0.0996 O .I969 1.038
0.0 -0.0069 0.3000 -0.007»* 0.3076 0.975
0.1 O.O903 0.1863 O.O9O it 0.1976 O.9V3
0.2 0.1866 O.2I 63 O .I872 0.2289 0.9>*5
0.3 O.2902 0.1580 0.2921 0.2087 0.757
O.k O .396I4 0 .10 78 0.3993 O.1289 0.837
0.5 O.U972 0.1236 O.5009 0.1557 0.79»*
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B) Independent v a r ia b le  observations f r o *  N (0 , l )  d is tr ibu tion
(10 s im u la tions)





* I . I I I (B)
-0 .5 -0.5036 0.3270 -0.5078 0.32T2 0.999
-o.u -0.3693 0.5869 - 0 .3 9 1 1 0.5799 1.012
-0 .3 -0.2952 0 . 3^16 -0.296«» 0.3302 1.03«»
-0 .2 -0.1737 0.*»937 -0.1739 O.Ublb 1.012
-0.1 -0.0905 0.377«» -0.0918 0.3695 1.021
0.0 0.0180 0.5277 O.OI86 0.525«* 1.00*»
0.1 0.0969 0.«»130 0.0998 0.«»076 1.013
0.2 0.2302 0.3382 0.2313 0.338«. 0.999
0.3 0.3268 0.5139 0.3258 O.5061 1.015
o.u 0 .U I8I 0 . 226«» O.W17 9 0.2129 I .063
0.5 0.5186 0.2710 0.5180 0.2577 1.052
C) Independent observations fron unit exponential distribution
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(10 simulations)
e »III »verage ¿1 1 , — n .




-0.5 -O.U625 0.7823 -0.b630 0.7927 0.987
-o.u -0.37U5 0.5730 -0.37b2 0.5632 1.017
-0.3 -0.2622 0.2836 -O .26 17 0.2858 0.992
-0.2 -0.1756 0.6b20 -0.1761 0.6b8b 0.990
-0.1 -0.0879 0.3b71 -O.O87I 0.3b5b 1.005
0.0 0.0253 0.3053 0.02b5 0.3060 0.998
0.1 0.0981 0.b2lb 0.0977 O .b lll 1.025
0.2 0.1969 0.2952 0.1968 0.2862 1.031
0.3 0.2968 0 . 28U8 0.2973 0.2887 0.986
O.U O.U153 0.1896 0.bl69 0.1917 0.989
0.* O.U956 0 . 2b57 0.b956 0.2395 1.026
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These result« clearly  indicate that, in general, the large 
sanple efficiency o f g j compared to Bjjj increases when the data 
is  subject to censorship. In addition greater severity o f censoring 
improves the efficiency even further. This gem 'al trend is 
particu larly  narked in the two situations where the independent 
variables are randomly generated samples from standard normal and 
unit exponential distributions. In the 2 group case, the estimated 
value o f  Rj j ( B) is  greater than 95* for a l l  B values considered
with censoring proportion 0.6. Corresponding lower bounds in the 
standard normal and unit exponential situations are 99* and 96. 5* 
inspectively.
>!— 11 consid.r.tior-B
In a sample o f size  n, Kalbfleisch suggests that the relative  
efficiency  o f Bj compared to Bjjj is  given by
obtained at 5.2. by Kalbfleisch . The valid ity of this approximation 
is  assessed by the above author using computer simulation although 
deta ils  are not given. Tables 5.5A) and 5.5B) present computer 
simulated estimates (obtained as before) o f this re la tive efficiency  
in the 2 group case for various values o f n, with no censoring and 
30* censoring respectively. The expression 5.6. is  also evaluated 
in tab les 5.5A).
5.6,
is the value o f the information ratio
Table 5.5.A) Relative efficiency Rj jjj n(B) using 5.6 for u j«! and 6« -0.5(0.1)0.5 vith  estimated values





















-0.5 0.706 0.568 0.722 0.593 0.731 0.588 0.736 0.6kl 0.7k9 0.716 0.755 0.791
-O.k 0.772 0.537 0.790 0.666 0.800 0.6k8 0.807 0.697 0.819 0.79k 0 .8 2 6 0.866
-0.3 0.626 0.565 0.81*7 0.735 0.858 0.710 0.866 0.7*6 0.879 0.85k 0.886 0.916
-0.2 0.871 0.567 0.890 0.756 C.902 0.753 0.910 0.823 0.92k 0.8k3 0.931 0.91k
-0.1 0.897 0.597 0.917 0 .8 0 0 0.929 0.777 0.938 0.803 0.952 0.866 0.960 0.912
0.0 0.906 0.752 0.927 0.753 0.939 0.779 0.9k7 0.857 0.962 0.878 0.969 0.920
0.1 0.897 0.791 0.917 0.761 0.929 0.75k 0.938 0.851 0.952 o.eei 0.960 0.892
0.2 0.871 0.738 0.890 0.737 0 .9 0 2 0.7*7 0.910 0.813 0.92* 0.871 0.931 0.831
0.3 0.828 0.673 0.81*7 0.66k 0.858 0.736 0.866 0.777 0.879 0.867 0.886 0.773
O.k 0.772 0.671 0.790 0.637 0 .8 0 0 0 .6 6 0 0.807 0.765 0.819 0.819 0.826 0.725




100 100 100 100 70 50
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The simulation results suggest that 5.6. i*  an overestimate 
o f the re la tive  efficiency in the 2 group case, although the approach 
to fu ll  efficiency is at a comparable rate. The resu lts in table  
5.5B) again indicate that the re la tive  efficiency increases when 
censoring is  imposed.
Introduction
The situation of two independent variables considered in this 
section is  one that frequently occurs in medical s ta tis t ic s , where 
the facto r o f special interest is  perhaps treatment group, while 
the second independent variable is some other factor, not o f primary 
in terest, such as age or sex etc.
Large sample e ffic ien cy  in  uncensored case
The calculations involved in the two variable uncensored case 
are a natural extension o f those in 15.3. For j * l , 2 ,  let




¿ m  * • *< * •  i ' 1 » I «0,2
6* * niw'2 0^0 2~wi 7 )
The likelihood function under model I  in the uncenaored case is
1. / 6,* i l  * 82 *i2 \
U » lte2) -  7 T  ~  a , »  —
U  1 V ep>zj i  B2Zj? 1
4 -i
where e . . »  •  x ,.*  -  x. i « l , . . . , n ;  j « l , 2 .
The 2nd pa rtia l derivatives o f the log likelihood are, using U.7.,
- m i *  *  /,,;i *
-[U]t ' * ■ * ] ( £ *  •
_ «2 ,O t6»*®2)
“* l , l ^ e , ,i2 )
where 8 ^ ( 6 1 , 62 )
t -k -1 ,
l-k -2 ,
t > l , M  or t«2 , k-1.
-  3i *-i » 1 6 . . t , )
i c j1 3e2,i




i 2 l  ( 6 1 .6 2 )  •  *  < ^ i0 (* i> a > ll  -  I « s >0( * i . « i )  l  ( » , . » , ) .
i j 2 ( 6 1 .6 2 )  -  6 ( i j ^ c e i . e j l )  -  1 ^  ^ 6 1 .6 2 )  1  ( 6 1 .6 2 )
* i | tl<ei.e2 ).
l | , t ( « | .6 .>  •  6 ( 6 0 ^ ( 6 1 .« 2 »  -  1 * 0 ^ ( 6 1 .6 2 )  1.(6 ! .62 >*
the maximum likelihood estimator ¿ j  o f  | ■ (61602)' 
has asymptotic distribution N(fi, I I ( 0 i , 02) 1) where
( 0 1 102) "  [ l lJ I (# 1 .02)] and the asymptotic marginal d istribution  
o f 0T1 is  H (0 i. VI (0 l .e2) ) .  where
» 2 (6 1 .6 2 ) -  I I 12 ( 6 i .e 2 ) ( 1 ^ ( 6 1 . 6 2 )  I 22( 6 i , 62) -  l j t ( 6 i . 6 t ) * ) ' 1 .
V j( 6 1 . 62 ) cannot, in genera l, be evaluated analy tically  but again 
re la tive ly  simple results may be obtained at S i* 62 “ 0.
1 ^ (0 . ° )  -  »p ( ^ . „ « O . » »  -  *  ■» "6.0
i j j ' 0 -01 *  Ep 1« l . l <° - ° ”  ’  A  * .*1 .1
iJpiO.O) -  Ep ( ^ -2(0.0>) •  •„  ^ >2





“o ,S - » ì , j ) » o t » )
so that at 61s  62 “ 0 . the asymptotic re la tive effic iency  Rj jjj (0 ,0 ) 
o f 6^^ compared to is equal to 1. This implies that at 62»  0,
a test o f Hq: Pi *  0 based on the marginal d istribution  o f Bjj is 
asymptotically fu lly  e ffic ien t.
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As in the t in g le  independent v a r iab le  case an approximation to  
the asymptotic variance o f  v a l id  in  the neighbourhood o f
(01 ,02 ) •  (0 .0 ) ,  may be obtained fo r non-rero  01,02 By expanding 
logVx (0 i ,0 2 ) aa a Taylor series  about (OvO ) .  The lo g  transform ation
again ensures that Vx (0 i ,0 2) i> s t r ic t ly  p o s it iv e  fo r  a l l  0i and 0 2 -
av (o .o ) .  av (o.o)
l o ,  » , < • , . B , )  .  l o ,  Y , (0 . 0 )  .  v ^ O )  -------  *  V j f o . o l  M ,  -
01 02 ( a2v (o.o) rav ( o .o h  r«v (o,o) ^
*  2 ^ " , (o ,0 )J ' l X(0 *0 ) »01 >0, "  L  » bT j L  »»2  j /
02? f a*vT(o,o) pav-jio .o^ ^
♦ 2^ 7o.oO* ivi(o*o) — 7^“  - L j«rJ / * **•
I t  may be shorn (the d e ta ils  are given in Appendix B) that in  the 
neighbourhood o f  ( 0 i , 0 2 ) ■ (0 ,0 ) and fo r  lar-ge n
U2,0 **0,2" U1 ,1 ;
exp
and hence
{ -  <“ i ,0  5- T-
Note that Rj ^ j iO .0 2 )  -  1, so that the estim ator Bjj  i s  asym ptotically  
fu l ly  e f f ic ie n t  and a te s t  o f  HQ: 0 i"  O based on the marginal 
d is tr ib u t io n  o f  0^  ^ has asymptotic r e la t iv e  e f f ic ie n c y  equal to  1 
compared to  the e f f ic ie n t  test based on 0XIJ These re su lts  are  
independent o f  the value o f  02 , although i t  should be noted that use
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o f the Taylor expansion implies that 5.T is  valid  only for ( 6 1 , 62) 
in the neighbourhood o f ( 0 ,0 ) .
Putting j"0  in 5.T,
RI , I I I (B l,82 ) *  BXP ( -ß ‘ 2,l2 ,0)
which is  identical to the asymptotic re la tive  efficiency at 5. U.  for the 
single  variab le case. This resu lt supports the claim, made by Kalbfleisch 
(197M, that 5.**. ia a good guide in multi parameter problems provided 
that the independent variables are nearly uncorrelated.
Under model I I  the elements o f the information matrix I 1 1 (ß i , 6* ,X ,a) 
are read ily  availab le . A is  as in model I I I ,  B »
h i  •  • *12 '  ( l  ‘  -  lo » ‘ > *  h i
he '  S7 { (1 " • '  1o*>)! * J  * *i* **2 ,o * » »h j o'S»***! *il i l } .
C11 ■ 0 •  C21* C12 •  -  5  ( * * “2.0 ♦ *> * 'l .l> -  C22 -  Î  ( , **'1 .1*«"*0.2)
so that M -  (A -  Ç B ~ V  )-1
2 2 2 - i - l
^  “2 ,0+82 “ £  ^-BiB^w
* 2u i , i -e i s i .  ■! „0i2*fi1h
' i  * f i '"e ' , ‘‘2,0*8!2‘‘0 .2*?8|i'* ‘‘l .
where w* (l*g 0 M0 2 _W1 1 *^ fo llo vs  ^hat asymptotically
v .r  ( • „  t )  -  I  (-J** ♦  • » *  I****.
ei
in the neighbourhood o f ( 6 1 , 62 ) “ ( 0 , 0 ) .
-105-
Kote also that
-  t1 * •
RI mn<1 Rxi n j i * » » 6» )  coincide with the corresponding
expressions fo r the single independent variable case when u, , -0  
and the casnents associated with Rj jj j if l i .B ? ) concerning th is  
reduction apply here. Table 5.6. evaluates these asymptotic 
efficiencies fo r  various values o f  ^ and Bi for the case 
*2 0 '  M0 2 "  l l  tor vi  i  "  0 **■* *■ *n tab l«  5.1.
15.5. Within stra ta  models
Introduction
The large sample efficiency resu lts o f 15.3. and 15.U. i n the 
uncensored case are  extended in this section to the within strata  
models IV, V and VI.
Single independent variable case
It  w ill  again be convenient to transform linearly the independent
variable by de fin ing , for J"1,....... •
iml.... where x . »J i-3
“ • U h - *  -i'1- •.. ,s ;  r  -  1,2,
r*h central moment o f the fin ite population ) within
the strata . Note that
M( l ) l "  "(2 )1  ' “ ( s i l  '


- l o f t -
lx. •  ■“ * « .  { *  -  "  - 1o*  xj } )  •
1. -  a i« . (  Sy> H1 - * -  1o«  * j }  * I*  * •
and a sy m p to t ic a lly  By ^  1*(B. M) where
M -  (A  -  £  j " l i '  ) - 1 . In  th is  case CB-1 £ ' reduces to
S o « * ; 1 ♦  S l  K .  9 *  lx. K1 ) £ i  .
« . . r .  t r  -  < sk -  * , «  £ l  9 i .  ) ' 1-
E v a lu a t in g  term  by term
i ; 1 -  ■“ * « .  H 1 -  -  - x° «  xj}  * **• *’  " ( j ) ? ] '1)-
lx. K1 H. • « • « . (  t M 1 -  -  -  x° «  -  *  -  lo « xj }
♦ I *
9* -  ^  Q i  -  » - io* xj }  * ** “ < j )2 } ' )
* ' i  9 *  £ , „  l l
• { x -  -  - 1o*xj}  ^ * * 2u<J)i)] )
s ;1 ♦ i . ‘  a .  9- w . 1 - {?  ♦*2-<j )2}  *)
so tha t
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H .  {™ , -  ( t ' * * S j > i )  l }  1
«V '  »  ( « .  { »  ( »  •  ^ V ( J)2)
and asymptotically
It  then follows that
RV ,V l(e ) *  *“<J) » (  1 *  M( j )?]
Note that Ry V I(0) ■ 1.
Under model IV, terms appearing in I1V(8 ),the information about 
B contained in the set o f s rank rectors,may be evaluated as sums over 
strata o f corresponding model I quantities. At 6-0
l ” ( . )  -  ? .  . « . . r .  -  V ^
j-1  “ j  1 “ j  " j  i-1  “ j
n , - l
Tel
and asymptotically var (B jy ) •  . Cos^arison w ith the asymptotic
distributions o f By and Byj shows that Rjy y (0 ) »  RJV y j(0 ) ■ 1.
For non-zero B, lo g IIV(8) may be expanded as a Taylor series, about 
B O , as at 5-3 and sim ilar considerations yield
-  l o (n .) -  o (n ), 
j-1  J
-1 1 0 -






Under model V, the information matrix may be written as
IV( B l.« 2 .  * .  a )
where A is  as in model VI,
£« “
a l (6lW( l ) l , l  +fl2W( l )0 ,2 ) . . . .  -  f »  )o>S
h ‘ (-**-] •
t vJ {l ' * ‘  lo*‘j} and




»6.2 Assessing goodness o f f i t
The possibility  o f using time dependent covariates was mentioned 
b r ie fly  in »3.3 and the ju s t if ic a t io n  o f their inclusion was given in 
SU.7. In this general situation, models I ,  I I  and I I I  are 
X^(t) ■ *0(t) exp (6 *  x. (t))
X jit ) ■ le t"  1 exp (B* *i ( t ) )
Xi ( t )  -  X exp (g* x. ( t ) )
with corresponding likelihoods
n
i exp (£• xj ( t i * ) )  |
A
i - l
l j - i  "  x 1
^ Xat^®  ^ exp (B 'X j (t . ) )
Model I
exp (6* x . ( t . ) ) V
An example o f the use o f such covariate s  in assessing the appropriatenes 
o f the proportional hazards assumption is given by Cox (1972). In 
the analysis o f the data o f Ex. I ,  Cox uses his d iscrete  form of model I
-1 1 5 -
(•ee * U .l )  w ith covariates x.‘i l  "
[O 6-MP group  
[ l  P lac eb o  group -  x i 3  (  t - lO )
(The constant 10 is  included to  avo id  unduly  l a r g e  numbers in  the  
exponent). Using the la rg e  sample l ik e l ih o o d  r a t i o  t e s t ,  th e
General procedures fo r  choosing p a r t ic u la r  fu n t io n a l  form s f o r  such  
covariates are d i f f ic u lt  to  w r ite  down e x p l i c i t l y ,  a lth o u g h  th e  
graphical methods o f  the previous s e c t io n  may y i e l d  some in fo rm a t io n .
fee-slcy.'.s .'.test fo r  p a ra l le l ism ’
In the two group case w ith  a d d it io n a l  independen t v a r i a b l e  
model I takes the form
An assumption im p lic it in  th is  s p e c if ic a t io n  o f  th e  model i s  th a t  
is  independent o f group membership, th a t  i s ,  th e  e f f e c t  o f  x^  i s  the  
same within the two groups. A more g e n e ra l s p e c i f i c a t i o n  o f  th e  form
w il l  allow  th is assumption to  be a s s e s se d , the a p p ro p r ia t e  hy p o th es is  
o f interest being Hq s 8^*0 (The u sua l la r g e  sam ple t e s t  may be 
employed to te s t  Hq ) . This i s  the b a s is  o f  th e  ’ t e s t  f o r  p a r a l le l i s m '  
considered by Breslow ( 1 9 7 U) who w r ite s  6 .1  e q u iv a le n t ly  as
and investigates the hypothesis B21 ■ ®2 2 *
In more general covariate  s i t u a t io n s ,  p rodu ct term s may be
coeffic ient o f  x ^  was found to  be not s i g n i f i c a n t l y  d i f f e r e n t  from  zero.
V * >  *  ‘ <.(t>  “ »  '*1 *11  *  « 2 - i j  ♦  V u ' u 1 6 . 1
included in the model from the o u tse t  o f  the  a n a ly s is  and t h e i r
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coeffic ien ts  assessed in tba usual manner to  examine the sign ificance  
o f  such interactions.
Thft mLe—g.f. residuals
Model I may be written in the fo llow ing equivalent way:
This expression o f the model allow s the use o f  the methods o f  Cox and
S ne ll (1966) to define a set o f  •crude* res idu a ls
where 0 is  the maximum likelihood estimate o f  6 and . )  is  the estimate 
o f  XQ( . )  (see fUt3 ). In the uncensored case the R^'s should exh ibit  
approximately the properties o f a random sample o f s ize  n from a unit 
exponential distribution. Information concerning po ss ib le  dependence 
o f  the error quantities on the x^ 's  may be gained from p lo ts  o f 'crude* 
residuals  against corresponding independent va riab le  values fo r  each 
such variab le . P lotting ordered residuals  against expected order 
s ta t is t ic s  provides a check o f  the assumed d is tr ibu tio n a l form o f the
where the e^ 's are as above. 'Crude* residuals  are obtained on 
replacing parameters by the ir maximum lik e lih ood  estim ates. To extend
For i  •  1, n, le t  e^ be a random va riab le  having a unit exponential
d istribu tion  with
f*1
I .  -  »1  « V i *  » „ < • ) )
V
Sim ilarly , models I I  and I I I  can be expressed respectively
through the transformations
*i “  -  »»¿“ (T .; B.x.oi),
Ti ■ hi I I I ( V  * » x>»
i  -
T. i  - 1,
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these methods to  the censored case, note that for a censored 
observation t  ,  information on the true 'crude' residual, is  o f the
* r -  hi ( t *  j 6,
so that proceeding as before produces a set of exact and censored 
'crude' residusLls. Under any o f the above models the error quantities 
*1 » have survivor function (c )  satisfying
and a plot o f  lo g  survivor function, estisiated from the 'crude' residuals, 
provides a check o f the distributional assumptions. A ltshuler's  
approach ( 1 1 . 3 ) to  the estimation o f a cumulative hazard function is  
particularly  appropriate here.
Expressing models IV, V and VI respectively through the
transformations
where in each case , for j  •  l , . . . , s  i  •  1 ........n^, is exponentially
distributed w ith  unit mean allows corresponding methods to be used 
having f it t e d  a  model o f the within strata type. In large data sets 
these techniques should provide an adequate check o f model assumptions.
In the uncensored case improvements o f the above prodecures are 
possible. Cox and Snell, in a general context, suggest transformation 
o f the'crude* residuals R^  to form 'modified' residuals R/ which
log (c ) ■ - «  •  -A (e )
e 'x fT.2 ji
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r e f  lect the properties o f the c^ 's more closely. These refinements 
involve the calculation o f means, variances and covariances o f the
these authors have considered the uncensored case o f model I I I  with 
a single independent variab le. For the p independent variables case, 
extensions o f their calculations (deta ils  are given in appendix D)
information matrix. The standardised form o f model I I I  has been used in
these calculations, i . e .  with “ Xjj -  x^, j « l , . . . , p ;  i * l , . . . , n .
The size o f the correction terms a^, e. and c „  provides a check of
the valid ity  o f the assumption that the properties o f the crude residuals
are «d o se  approximation to those o f the c . 's .  In the case o f model I I I ,
1 R. lekj
Cox and Snell suggest as a suitable transformation R^' *  ( j_^ ) 
i « l , . . . , n ,  where the *¿ '8  and l^ 's  are small. Assuming that this 
transformation provides random variables Ri ' each having a unit 
exponential d istribution they show that, for i - l , . . . , n .
Ri *s and resulting choice o f a suitable transformation. As an example
E(Ri ) -  1 ♦
■ 1
where
i * i ;ll
is  the (k ,t )th  element o f the inverse of the model I I I

k l
‘■»‘ ‘ ‘ J l 1 ! 1" m» mW  -  1 -  ¿1 ‘ «X  * ‘ *Jt *  M x * x ’ -  X  J x *  -
*  1 *  * j i . . J x » x *  ■i l  **  J l l i
where fo r  k- 1 ......... ..  t>k -  E (Bk -  Bk >
• U X  J x  J i
Ikl is the (k.t)th element of the model VI in fo rm a tion  m a t r i x  and
6.., is the Kroneckar delta. Again the »tsn d ard ised  fo rm  o f  th e  model
. B U
has teen  uaed. Defining ‘modified* residuals R . - ■ ( , _J-------) eac^
* » *  1  * j i
having a unit exponential distribution y ie ld s , bo th e  o r d e r  co n s id e red ,
-  < 3—2«*») - -
Finally, covariances between residuals are g iven  by
j i *  " 4 ,1 . ài . -  ?  ?k-l t-1
e- o ( ^ )  .
Similar methods for models I I  and V may t>e u sed , a lth o u g h  th e 
necessary algebraic results require a considerab ly g r e a t e r  msuount. o f  
algebra. The results of appendix * A3 are r e le va n t h e re  -
B ft t W . r e s u lt s
Greenberg et. a l. (1971*) using a re la ted  model C s  e e  S3» 3 ) have 
suggested comparison of observed and expected deaths is» c h e c k in g  modeX 
assumptions. The approach could be used here in  th e  u n cen sored  crnme 
although extension to the general censoring s i tu a t io n  w i l l  r e q u ir e  
either information on potential censoring times ( f i x e d  o b s e r v a t io n  
time model) or assumptions regarding the cen sorin g  d i s t r i b u t i o n  fo r  
each individual (random censorship model) .
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In addition the above authors suggest the  uae of half replicates
in assessing goodness o f f i t .  In this approach the data is randomly
devided into two groups, one of vhich is  used to  estimate parameters,
allowing prediction o f the survival pattern fo r  the second group. The 
observed and predicted patterns may then be compared. Censored data 
again makes this technique intractible.
16.3 Discussion
A starting point in  data analysis i s  l ik e ly  to be graphical checks 
o f the type mentioned in |6.1 and fit t in g  o f  an appropriate form o f  
model I ,  or model IV i f  ¡.articular independent variab le (s) appear to 
violate  the proportional hazards assumption. (Alternatively, the 
inclusion of time-dependent covariates may be considered for such 
variables (see 16.2)). The results o f chapter 5 suggest that, while 
investigating the effects o f independent v a r ia b le s , l i t t le  is  to be 
gained from an efficiency standpoint by imposing more stringent 
assumptions required by the parametric models I I  and I I I  or V and V I.
Selection of those independent v ariab les  meriting inclusion in the 
model may then be carried out using a stepw ise procedure o f the type 
discussed in iU.5. Together with checks o f  the model (i6 .2 ) these 
methods select relevant independent v ariab les  and appropriately model 
the ir effects on survival. Estimation o f the underlying hazard function 
(o r  functions in model IV ) allows exp lic it  expression of the nozord 
function for an individual as well as d e fin it io n  o f a 'crude* residual. 
I t  is  at this stage that investigation o f p a rt icu la r  parametric forms 
for XQ( . )  (or Xo i( . ) , . . . , X fls(.)) seems appropriate
In the next chapter an example using the above type o f analysis





Tbe investigation to be reported here arose f r o »  a c lin ical t r ia l  on 
patients with h isto logically  confirmed cirrhosis assessing the effect  
o f Prednisone treatment. The t r ia l ,  conducted by the 'Copenhagen Study 
Group for Liver D iseases', began on 1st January 1962 and vas terminated 
on January 1st 1969 fo r the purposes o f data analysis. A detailed account 
is  given by Juhl et .a l (  1971*) .  Each patient entering the t r ia l vas 
randomly allocated to  either prednisone treatment or placebo tab lets.
I t  vas thought that several additional factors might be of prognostic 
importance, that i s ,  age o f patient at entry into t r ia l ,  sex, average 
daily alconol consumption for a specified period prior to entry, the 
activity o f the cirrhosis  (a  veil defined biochemical factor) and the 
absence/presence o f u c ite s .
In order to illu s tra te  the methods discussed in this work, attention 
w i l l  be confined to that subgroup o f 177 male patients vhose alcohol 
consumption vas above the median value amongst a l l  males, and vho had 
information on a l l  the remaining variables mentioned above. 66 o f these 
patients were members o f the control group (placebo tablets) vhile 
91 received Prednisone (treatment group). A ll independent variables 
are binary except age, which has been transformed by subtraction o f the 
age sample mean within this group, 59.58 years and division by the 
group standard deviation, 9.51 years. Of the 110 uncensored survival 
times, 102 were d is tin ct , there being •» pairs o f  2 tied observations.
As regards analysis under models I and IV these t ie s ,  vhere necessary, 









1 *»15 -0.37 X -X X
1 1*22 -0.37 -X X -X
1 *.27 -0.5T X X 1
1 1*5«. -0.X7 X -X X
1 *•59 0.3*. X -1 -X
X 1.69 0.9*. X X -1
1 **73 0.6*. -1 -1 -1
1 *»79 0.U1* -1 -X X
1 53*. O.kU -X -1 X
1 6*.T 0.5*. X -X X
X 689 0.2*. 1 -X X
0 TXO -0.*»7 X -X X
X 723 -0.67 X X X
0 750 -0.57 -1 -X -1
X 752 0 .1 *» 1 -X X
0 75*. -0.77 -1 -1 X
X 777 1.8*. -X -X X
X 825 1.8*. -1 -1 X
X 8*»1 -0.X7 -1 -1 1
X 85X -X.37 -X X X
X 879 0.3*. -X -1 X
X 9**1 0.5*. -X -1 1
X 975 -0.37 -X -1 X
X X057 0.0*. X X X
X X057 0 .1*. X -X X
X XO65 1.0*» -1 1 X
0 XO69 -X.07 X -X -1
X XO78 0.1*» -1 -1 1
0 XO8*. -1.87 -1 -X X
X XX01 -0.27 -1 -1 X
X XIX*. -X.27 -1 -1 -X
X XX*. X -0.27 X -1 1
X 11*»2 0.1*» X -1 -1
X XX82 -0.17 X X X

X X9T9 -0 .37 -1 -1 -X
1 1990 0.5»* -1 -X 1
X 2001 0.9»* -X -X X
X 2005 -0 .77 -1 -1 X
X 2032 0.2»» X -1 X
X 2057 o.o>* X -1 1
0 2X21 1 . 0 6 -X -X X
X 218T 0 . 2 6 X X X
0 2X90 -1 .27 -1 -X X
X 2193 0.56 -1 -1 X
X 2X98 -1 .27 -1 -1 X
0 2198 -0 .17 X -X X
0 2203 O .kl» X -1 X
0 2205 O.kU -X -X X
0 22X8 -0 .67 X -X X
0 2563 -X.87 -X -1 1
0 2596 0 .0 6 1 -1 1
X 2688 1 . 0 6 X -1 X
X 2706 0.36 -X -1 X
o 2820 -0.27 X -X X
0 2903 -0.97 X -1 X
X 2912 0.66 X -X X
0 2915 -2.07 X -1 X
0 2919 -1 .57 X -1 X
0 2928 -0 .67 -X -X X
0 293*» -0 .77 X -1 X
0 2952 -1 .67 -X -1 X
X 2968 -0.77 X -X X
X 30X6 -0.27 X -1 X
0 3037 1 . 1 6 X -X X
0 3078 -0.67 -X -1 1
X 309«* -1 .07 X -1 X
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Cboic« of in i t i a l  model
Schalm and SucrtcrsKill (19T5) in discussing this t r ia l and other 
similar investigations suggest that the effect o f Prednisone treatment 
may depend on a patients status regarding activity  and ascites. These 
considerations lead to a tentative model in which the hasard function for 
patient i is  given by
where ^  ,Xi t * Xij^  th*  T*ctor containing age, ascites and
activity va riab le s , as given in tab le 7 .1 ., and
This model allow s treatment comparisons to be sude within each o f  the 
groups defined by ascites x ac tiv ity .
Preliminary model checking methods o f the type discussed in |6.1. 
assess the assumption that independent variables affect the hazard in this 
vsy. Figures 7 .1 .,  7 .2 ., 7 .3. and 7.k. provide plots o f log underlying 
cumulative hazard functions (obtained using the Kalbfleisch and Prentice 
method o f Ik . 3 . )  having fitted  model IV with each o f age, ascites , activity 
and treatment defining strata in turn.
V O  -  *Q( t )  exptjgj. ♦ • jF j j ) 7.1
xi ,  * • ! .  •  -1,
♦1,
-1 i f  i  in control group, 
♦ 1 i f  i  in treatment group
f i t .  7.1« Log «d e r ly in g  cumulative hazard functions 
to check inclusion o f age. Model IT fitted  with 
variables x j . i j  and y^ j  ■ 1........, i .
f i t .  7.2. Log »d e r iv in g  emulative hazard functions 
to  check inclusion o f  ascites. Model IT fitted  
with variables xj,xj and y^ j  ■ 1....... ,k.
Strata
f i g .  7 . 3. Log »d e r iv in g  emulative haxard functi< 
check inclusion o f  activ ity . Itodel IT fitted  with 
variable« * 1#xj and jr^t j  ■ 1 ,







y;t. 7 .1». Log «derlying hsterd flections to check inclusion of treelnent effect with eech grouf 
defined by ascites ■ activity. Model IT fitted with variable age.
Strata — x ■ -1 (12 obsns. 3 censored) 
..........i ■ *1 (T obins, 2 censored)
Strits * ■ -1 (61» obsns. 31 censored) 
i  ■ (59 obsns. 27 censored)
w m
■
e ) xj ■ +1» x j •  -1




Xn figure 7 .1». a dichotosy using the mean age allows this variab le to 
be included in these checks, for the treatment variab le , comparison
has been performed by defining 8 strata according to y.^ ; j  ■ 1 ........... k
and fitt in g  model IV with independent variable age. ITiese plots  
provide no evidence to suggest that the multiplicative assumptions 
o f the model at 7 .1 . are violated.
Parameter estimates, with standard errors, obtained by direct 
evaluation o f the matrix o f second partia l derivatives, having fitted  
7.1. are given in tab le 7.2.
Table 7.2. Parameter estimates and standard errors having fitted
model I  at 7.1.
Independent Estimated value Standard error
variable o f coefficient o f estimator
*1 0.6126 0.121k
*1 0. V61»9 0.1265
*S -0.2009 0.1319
Xl -0.0239 0 .28 61
y* 0.0292 0.1239
y j 0.k313 0.3026
y% 0.5906 0.2529
Selection of  sign ificant effects
The methods o f  *k.3.have been employed to select those independent 
variables meriting inclusion in the model. Table 7.3. presents results 
o f forward and backward stepwise selection procedures respectively.
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Table 7.3. Selecting independent variables 
on survival under siodel I. 
a) Forward stepwise procedure.
having sign ificant effect
Independent Maximum value o f Value o f test







yi -»•92.037 1* .86».
y«. -k86.k67 16.00k
* i . * » -1*66.310 22.k02*
* i t * j -»»T5.93T 3. Ik8
* i.y » -»»77. »»96 0.030
* i.y * -*»77. »»50 0.122
*i.ys -»•76.132 2.758
*i.y% -*»70.U 29 lk.16k
-»•65.397 1.826
*i.* ».y > -»»66.218 0.18k
* i .* * .y » -»»66.272 0.076
* i . « t .y j -»•65.635 1.350
* » .* *  .y*. -»•63.703 5.21k*
* i.* » .y * ..*s -U6 2 .368 2.670
« » . * t  .y«..yi ->»63.609 0 .18 8
XI ,x , ,y*,.y* -U63.66 6 0.07k
* i . * i  .y«..yj -»•6 2.876 1.65k
♦ stages in forward selection.
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b ) Backward selection i•l
Independent Maximum value o f Value o f  test
variables lo g  lik e lih o o d s ta t is t ic
- * »6 l.662
*i.*2 .*3 .y i.y2 .y3 -U6U .8IO 6.2?6
M iX i.x ),y i,y t ,y i. -•*62.337 1.310
x1 .x2 .x 3.y 1 .y 3 .y1. -•*61.709 0.0?U
x1 . x t .x 3d r tJ i . y i 1 -•*6 1 . 68? 0 . 006*
* i  .* 2  .y 1 .y t *y s.y«. -U62.7**U 2 . 1 2 U
xi .*s  ,y 1 .y 2 .ys.y*. -U6 7 .OIO 1 0 . 6?6
* * « * » » y i » y i » y  s.yv -•»7U .99? 2 6 .6 2 6
xi.X2,X3,y2,y3 -U6U .8 2 1 6.272
*1  »*2 .*3  .yz *y>. -•*62.338 1.306
*1 .x j . x j .y j .y i , -»*61.7X3 0 .0 ?6 *
*1 .*2  .y2 . y 3 .y 1. -U 62 .8ki 2.312
*i.*3 .y2 .y s .y « . -U67.02U 10.678
X2 .x 3 .y 2 .y 3 .y 1. -U7?.Oi*9 26.728
x1 .x2 .x 3.y 3 - 1*6U .8 ? 1 6.276
xi ,x2 ,x 3 ,y 1, -»*6 2 .3 6 8 1.310*
x i .x 2 .y3.yv - 1*6 2 .8 7 6 2.326
X l.X 3 . y 3.yv -U6 7 .O6 1 10.696
x2 .x 3 . y 3.yv -»*73.030 26.671*
x1 .x2 .x 3 -•♦6 ? .  397 6.038
* i . * 2 .yv -U63.703 2.670*
x i .x j .y i i -•*68.17»* 11.612
X2.*s.yv -»*76.315 27.891*
* i ,y v -U66.310 3.21U
*1.*2 -1*70.1*29 13.»*32
*2 .yv -»♦79.313 31.220
* stages in backward selection
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Both procedure« resu lt  in «  fin a l Model co n ta in in g  t h e  in d e p e n d e n t  
variables xj ,x j and y * . Parameter estimates and s t a n d a r d  e r r o r s  a re  
given in tab le  7 .b . fo r th is  fin a l model, to g e th e r  w i t h  t h e  f u l l  
estimated covariance o f  the estimators o b ta in ed , a s  b e f o r e ,  by  d i r e c t
evaluation o f  the matrix o f  second p a rt ia l d e r i v a t i v e s  .
Table 7.**. Pinal 
x i ,x i  and y * .
rersion o f model I  with indepen den t v a r i a b l e s
Independent Estimated value S ta n d a rd  e r r o r  o f
variable o f  coeffic ient e s t im a t o r
*1 (0 , )  0.6b27 0 . 1 1 8 1
(01 ) 0.1*992 0 .1 2 0 9






e„ - 0 .0 0 0 1 - 0 .0111* 0 .05*»1
Mote that employing a selection procedure based  on t h e  a p p ro x im a te  
normality o f  parameter estimators and the r e s u lt s  o f  t a b l e  7 .1  • w ou ld  
have led to the same fin a l model. 
functional form fo r X^Ct)
Using in terva ls  1^ ■ £ lO O (r-l), lOOr) , r  ■ 1 , . . .  ,3 0  and  
111 ■ [3000," i  , tab le  7.5 presents step e s t im ates  i n  t h e  s t e p  fu n c t io n  
approximation (K alb fle isch  and Prentice, l b . 3 ) o f  X ^ f t )  u n d e r  m odel I  
having f it t e d  the independent variab les  x j ,x *  an d  y t , .

Plot o f log underlying ctmulmtive hnrnrd function ngninat log t  




In addition the straight lin e  f i t  y ie lds approximate values 0.9 
and -6.5 fo r  c and d respectively. The expression 7.2. may be 
written equivalently as
».< *>  - » . t - 1
d
where a»c and X*e , so that fit t in g  a model o f  type I I  provides an 
appropriate 'smoothing' o f the step function estimate o f X^it). 
Table 7.6. gives details o f th is f i t .
Table 7.6. Parameter estimates and standard 
model I I  w ith independent variables X j,x2 and
errors having fitted
> V
Independent Estimated Standard error
" T i t l e parameter value o f estimator





Bearing in mind standard erro rs , the estimated coefficients of 
x j,X 2 and yi, in model I I  are in close agreement with those obtained 
under model I .  In addition a and X take values close to those obtained 
fo r c and ed from the plot o f log Ao( t )  against log t .
Model check using residuals
The o ve ra ll adequacy o f the model has been checked using the 
(crude) residualB obtained through the model I I  f i t  as discussed in 
*6 .2 . Figure 7.6. presents a plot o f  the cumulative hazard function 
estimates ¿ (c )  at points c -  0 (0 .05 )1, l (0 .2 )2  , 2(0.5)3. The 
rela tionship  is  as expected, suggesting that the model I I  f i t  adequately 
describes the data. Note that a sim ilar procedvre, based on model I 
estimates and the estimated underlying hazard function to define 




Model fit t in g  w m  carried out on an ICL 190l»s computer. The 
■umerical Algorthme Group library  routine* EtfhEAF (model* I  and IV) 
and E0UDCF (model I I )  (Short write-up* contained in Mark U version o f 
Nag Mini Manual for ICL 1900« lib rary ) were used in the log likelihood 
maximizations. Routines to calculate the value o f the log likelihood  
function and its  f i r s t  derivatives ( and aecond derivatives in the case 
o f models I and IV) at any point were supplied by the author.
The medical conclusions to be drawn from this analysis are clear. 
Only in the ascites present, activity absent group is  there a significant 
treatment effect and treatment with Prednisone in this case is 
unfavourable a* regards length o f subsequent survival. For the data 
as a whole, younger patients tend to do better than older patients, 
as would be expected, and the presence o f ascites has a detrimental 
effect on survival length.
The techniques used in checking model assumptions, that is  log  
cumulative hazard plots prior to model fit t in g  and residual plots 
after fi t t in g , are c learly  important points in any analysis. However, 
it  is  not clear what departures might be expected i f  some o f the 
model assumptions are violated and more work in this area is required.
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17.2 A related area o f study 
Change in treatment Btatus
A problem o f the survival data type which has received recent  
attention in the literature concerns the situation in which a pa tient  
may switch treatment group during the course o f the study. T u rah a ll. 
Brown and Hu (1971* ) ,  using an illu stra tion  involving Heart-transplant 
data, have presented some theoretical techniques dealing with the  two 
treatment group situation in which a l l  patients enter the study in  one 
o f the groups and change in treatment status occurs, i f  at a l l ,  in  
a single direction. Considerations o f this type arise e le ivhe re in 
the medical f ie ld . Spiers et.a l.(1975 ) have reported a t r i a l  on patients 
with Chronic Gran olocytic Leukaemia where an operation to remove the 
spleen (movement to group 2) takes place at some time a fter en try  
into the t r ia l  as a group 1 member.
One o f the methods employed by the above authors is model I I I  
with a time-dependent covariate
at time y. after entry into study
where <(u)
{
u < 0 
u 4 0
- lL k -
Be cause o f the 'no memory' property o f the exponential d istribution  
this is equivalent to the model I I I ,  two group case, in which t j.ir fA , 
t j-y ^ , ieA are treated as group 1 and group 2 observations (censored 
or exact)respectively and y^, ieA are treated as group 1 censored 
observations, where A is the set o f  patients who change treatment.
Using a time-dependent covariate of this type in model I w i l l  
resu lt in the likelihood as in *6.2. Under model I I ,  the likelihood  
w i l l  consist o f a term for each i^A o f  the form
^Xae t j  J exp ( -X e  t. )  ,
while fo r ieA, the required quantity is
In ferentia l procedures are carried out in the usual way.
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APPEHDIX A tixp ec f.1  v^Luca na»uci>t«d  with » »d a is  17 . 'T_I^ V and VI
IA.3 The- k m t -  ’•"■'c t io n  and i t s  derivatives
The gansna fu n c t io n  r(a ), defined fo r a > o , by
r(e) -  [  ym_1 m~* dy A l.
' o
may be ex p re ssed  as  an i n f in i t e  product
tA t -  “ “ *  T j  { <i ♦ }
where w -  l i n  | £ j  -  lo g  nj ■ 0.577215... ia E u le r 's  constant.
Xf r ( r ) ( a )  denotes th e  r th  de riva tive  o f T (a) w .r .t .  a i t  follows  
from A l .  th a t
Tt r ) ( l )  -  [  ( l o g  y ) r  e~"* dy r  -  0 ,1 ,2 , . . .
'  o
Using A2. and the  w e l l  known property r (a * l )  -  a r (a )
-  lo g  r (a « - l )  -  lo g  ^YT aT  “ “ »  ♦  |log(aen ) -  logn -  
and su cce ss iv e  d i f f e r e n t ia t io n  y ie ld s
------------- I r i s A3.
r " ( e * l > r  -  C r ^ . v J P -  .  y 
[r(a+D ]2 I .y ! ,V T7 Al4*n « l
-1 U 6 -
r " '  ( a * i ) [ r ( a » i ) ] 2 -  3 r " U * x )  r ( a » i )  r ( a - n )  ♦  a f r ^ a » ! ) ] *  
[ r ( a « i ) ] 2
■ 2*J 1 „ ( . « P  -  2 J x
Putting »  ■ O in each o f A3, AU and A5 and u s in g  the result T ( l )  ■ 1 
i t  follows that
r ’ U ) ■  -*». r"( i)  -  w2 ♦  s(2), r ’ d )  • -  3**s(2) -  2s(3)
where S (r ) is  the Zeta -function
A6.
tA.2 Integrals o f  the form j y *(lo g  y )b e~^ dy
I t  w i l l  be necessary for certain non-negative integers a and b to  
evaluate the integral
L (a ,b ) ■ i y *(lo g  y )b mT* <xy AT.
*o
Rote that
L (a .O ) -  r (a t- l )  -  a ! ,  L(0,b) • r(b)( l)  , a - O .1 ,2 . . . .  AR
b -O .1 ,2 , . . .  A8-
For a,b •  1 ,2 , . . .  integration o f AT. yie lds
L (a ,b ) •  a L (a - l .b )  ♦  b L ( a - l . b - l )  A9.
The recurrence re la tion  A9. together with the i n i t i a l  values A8. may now 
be used to obtain values o f L (a ,b ) .  Numerical values are given in
tab le  A l.
Table M . Values o f L (a ,b ) for a,b »  0 ,1 ,2,3.
LA.3 Model II and Model V quantities
Under Model I I ,  T^, T0, . . . ,  are independent random variables 
with T\ having p .d .f.
PiCt/i.X .a ) -  lot“-1 e6’ * i  exp (-Xt® efi’ * i )  t>0
Thus, fo r a,b ■ 0 ,1 ,2 ,. . .
E { ( l o g  Ti )b T.*®} -  | Aa(logu)bu( **1)* ' 1eli,* i  exp(-Xu®efi,* i  )du A10.
and using the change o f variable v ■ Au®e  ^ * * ,  this expression 
reduces to
7 b «  -v
— T5~K—  ( logv -  logA -  fc'x.) v e dv
“ * ; o
-lkS -
Similarly, under model V
.  { u * v ‘  Tj “ J} (locXj ♦
SAii__Model I I I  and Model VI__a_uantities
When a ■ 1. Model I I  reduces to I I I .  In this case quantities 
o f the form
E (T .* ) -  I Xu* e6' * 1 exp(-Xu e6’ # i )du 
*o
A12.
for a ■ 1 ,2 , . . .  are required.
Putting a ■ 1 and b ■ 0 in A ll. i t  follows that
■ < o  .
a ;e~*fi *<i
In addition, under model VI
A13.
Aik.
Appendix B. The asymptotic variance o f  8 ^  
IB .l Taylor series expansion
For algebraic sim plicity, le t
A ■ I i i  ( 0 1 *02 ) • ® ■ ÏJI (®1»#2)•  C •  I i j  ( 6 1 *02) and put
X -  AB -  C2.
Then V j(0 i*02 ) •  *nd the Taylor ae r ie s  expansion o f  log VI (0 i,B2 ) 
about ( 0 1 *02) “ (0 ,0) is  given as
log Vji(01 .02) » log £X
-  (log f) (0.0) ♦  01 ♦ ®2lB “ f <2>)1 * Mo .O) Mo,
2 ,-(11) ..(11) _(D2 -(1)*% #-(12) -(12)
♦ Hi
2 1« l - h  ) ♦  » lfe ll  (0,0)
- 1 
X
- l f B(22) ¿(22) y (2 )2 * (2 ) :
a Ib  *  x *10,0)
. - U )  .  »B . . -
where B J8- * 1 1,2
-(1 2 ) _  -(21 )
i , j » l , 2 .
with B '“ '  ■ B '*"* ', and s im ila rly  f o r  X functions.
Extending th is  notation in an obvious way to include A and C functions 
x ( i )  .  x <i ) B ♦ AB( l ^- 2CC*1*
x ( i i ) ,  A( U ) B ♦ 2A( l V l * ♦ -2CC( i i \  i-1 ,2  and
x(1 2 ). a (12 )b „ a ( D b( 2 ) .a (2 )b (1 )  ^ AB(12)-2C(1 )C(2 )_ 2CC(1 2 )>
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I B .2 A . B M d  C fu n ction s  eva luated  at ( 6 1 , 6 2 ) ■ (0,0)
< * » (0 . 0 )  *  -  V H . o * ° - ° » -
( a <1>>( o .o )  -  { f i ; , < « * * s *> }< o .o >
'  Ep { « 3 . 0 ( 0 ' 0 )  •  « , .0 « 0 - ° >  *1 .0 <0'0 ) } -
<A<i>>(0 .0 )  -  { l i ! 1 < * - » > } ( o .o )
-  s { * 2 . 1 <0>0) •  * 2 .0 <0"0 ,«0 .1 <0"0 ) } -
-E p [ » u>0( 0 . 0 ) - 2 « 3>0<0 .0 ) , I _0 (0 .0 > - ( « 2>0 (0 .0 ) ) !  ^ 2 0 (0 .0 ) ( , l i 0 (0 .0 ) )1]
<a <12’ >(o . o ) •  { « 1 « ^  <*>>'*’ } (o .o )
- r p( , 3 1 ( o . ° )  -  «2 t l l o .o ) , 1>0< o .° ) - ,2to,o .o ) ,1>l(o.o)
*  * 3 .0 < 0 -0> « 0 .3 < ° - ° >  *  « ^ .0 <0•0 ) *1 .0 <0•0 , * o . l (0 ,° ” '
<a < M > > ,o . o > *  <* > - * » ) }< o .o )
*  E p t c . a < 0 - 0 >  ■ 2* S .1 ( 0 - 0 , * 0 .1 < 0 ,° ’  ■ * 2 ,0 < 0 ,0 )‘ tJ ,2 <0-<”
♦  «5 ..o < 0 .0 >  I ^ ^ t o - o n l .
The B fu n c t io n s  may be deduced d ire c t ly  from the above on considerations 
o f  symmetry.
1(c> (0 .0 ) ■ •  I p { « l . l “ >-0>}
«c < l,)(o.o,
■ V « 2 . 1 (0>01 " * l . l <0-0 ,«1 .0 ,0 - ° »
«=<2,» (o .o , ■
■ -  • l . l " ’ -0 '  •p .o '0 -0’
*  . , 1«o - ° . K , (o . » > n
< c< lt ,> (o .o ) ■ { H & :  .......... > },o .o ,
■ S & ï . î 10' 0’ ■ « 2 , l <0-0>«0 . 1 (0 - ° »  -  - « l i2 (o .o ) « l i0 (o .o )
♦ »J .i lo .o l « o . l <0' 0) * l.O <O' ° 0
« <2-S ,><0.0, ■ f ê £ ’ < - . - * > } (0 .0 ,
■ £p & i .3<0-°> - í*1,í“ '“l«0,l("'0l - «l.ll0'01eO,2|0-0)
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■i - ì * 1 k '»  '  ¡ L  j i  J i * ñ  * »
> , B n . n n5 .  ,
¿ i  r f 7 r  j.¡*31 *J“ " ¿ i  J i ' j l  * »
i L  ^  j i * î ï  - \ l ¿ ¿ ™ 'k  X * ñ  *;i
♦ X tA ï d * l ?  £. ‘]l . k - i  l « i  J lkl *í*l
H t l <°.< » -
i ,
1 -  ? **2 
n - i « ■ »  ■ i i J .* j2  *kl
" Z X  ( r . - i « ) » ?
J - i X * í i ^ * í » * 2 X T ¿ i í r ) « X . I
«U,o<0>°> '
I - 3 £ v î t »)* ? £i - l ln 1* 1) j - i  k-i ■ ñ
*2
*k l
- * X tA í D » j
, 1 ,
j? ,* t*3 4
¿ i " 1 “ “  X t= W . i  X ?t - i * j l  *k l
~‘ i L  7 = W X
Ï i £k - i  l - i  m-i * j i  *k i * t i  *¡a
*3,1*°»°)
i « l
1  ? »3 
n -i «a  j£j jl 1■j2 -  X  T 5 ^ r >]í. i Ï .k-i
* i * 1j2  *kl
“ 3i - l  (B- U l ) 2 j - i  K - i t j l  ^  *“  3J 1(ï = W Ji i ¿ . BJ1 *k l *k2
♦ ‘X-rtüirjL X  l - l  -u *:= * «X«¿Bn*X X ¿\n <1 ■
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By syrsnetry ^ ^ ( 0 , 0 ) ,  gg 2(0 ,0 ) ,  gx 2(0 ,0 ), ^  3( ,0 ) ,  gg h(0 ,0 ) and 
3(0 ,0 ) may be deduced frctr the above.
IB.U A, B, C and X functions at (61,82)
o f  population moments
i ) V ‘ ^ .0 (0 •0 , ,  ■ “ “ 2,0 ♦ o l “ >
<A )(0,0> *  “ “ i . o ’ o f » )
i l ) Ep^*3,0^0 *® ^ “  " “ 3 ,0  4° <n)
V S2 .0<0>0) « 1 ,0(0 -01) *  Ou3,0
<A<1’ ><o.o) •  “<">
( i l l ) Ep(82 j l (° ,0 )>  •  mig x ♦ o(n)
V ‘ 2.o (0 ,0 ) “o . l 10-0 »  ’
<A (* \ o . o ,  *  “<">
“  (0 ,0 ) expressed in  tenns
♦  o(n)
♦  o (n )
-15».-
EP ( «V .0(0 .0 ,> "  ““U.O "  3nw2.0 *  cin)
V * 3 . O (0 *0 ) «1 ,0 <0*0 , )  "  nu»..0 '  3m,I.O  *  ° (n )
Ep D «2t0<0t0)>^ -n2w* t0*nul»,o"?n,'2 ,0 * "* lo * n -  -|) ♦ °<n)
Ept»2 ,0 (0»0)<* l , 0 (O ,0 ))^ " 2niJU,0_r,2lJ2, +J’n '*2,0'’ : , - * 1' ) 4 1
<*U 1))(0.0) ■  ’ * - i . o  ♦  ”<” >•
V * 3 . 1 (0,<*  "  ”“3.1 ‘  3”' ,l , l “2.0 *  ° ( ">
S U » a ,0 ,B ) ®1 .0^° ^  ■ ~3"  “l ,1 W2,0 *  " “ 3,1 *  r>(n)
V ‘ 2.o<0'0> * l . l l0 •0>, ”  r “ , i u2 . r  ' " “ i * * ”<■ 
V ‘ 3 .o (0 ,0 ) *o , i !o ' <®  "  ■3n“ i t i “ a t0 ♦ “ “ 5, i  *
V * 2 .O (0 -0,* l .O (0 ' 0>»O .V (0 ' 0» ”2” " l , l “" I “ l . l “ s .o '1,”" l , l “s.O 
-2IHIJ xvs q ( u*  lo g  n ) » 0( 1») 
U < l i > ) (0,0l *  * l . l “2.0 ♦  “<” >
S <‘ ! .2 (0,0)1 ■  ““ 2.2 *  ”“2,o“o,2 ‘  “ » i . l  * °<” > 
V « 2 . 1 (0>0,*0 .1<0» ° » ”  - ”“2.2 - ”“2,0“0.2  - 2““ l . l  
^2^*2.0(® ’  - " ’ “2 .0 »0 .2 *™ 2 .2 -I ” <' " 1“* “- i ) "2.0“0.2
♦ o(n)
I P0, 2 . ° (O,‘,><*O .l<O>O,,J3” 2”“2 ,24” , “2 .o“o ,2  - k““ ’ . l
-2nw2 q1Iq 2( w ♦  lo g  n ) * o (n )
|A<22))(0 .0) ■ ■ a * ' i . i  *
B functions
These may be obtained from the above by syrsnetry
i ) " > ( 0 , 3) '  ”" o , 2  *  rf” >
i i ) (■ ( l ) ) (0 ,0) ”
i i i ) p.o) ■ ° <” >
iv ) (0,0) “ -?”“ l , l  *
v ) ’ (0 .0 )*  - a “ l . l “0 .2  * 0<” >
V i ) ( b ( m >>(0,0)” —^ ”“o ,2 40<" )
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C fun ction »
1 ) V * i ,
jtO .O )) •  x ♦o (n )
<c 'o .c> "  nMi , i ♦ o (n )
l i ) V * 2 .
^ ( 0 , 0 ) ) •  n*^ j_ ♦  o (n )
V * 1
(1(0 .0 )e ]1 ,0< °.< »» *  " “ 2,
* (0 ,0 ) " o (n )
i i i ) V i
>2(o ,o )> •  n i^  2 ♦  o (n )
EP{ «1 ,1 <0»0 * «0 ,1 (0,0)> "  nwl,2  *  ° <n) 
< c< i> ,(0 .0 ) ■ ° <" )
S * * s . x(o ,o )>  - nU3 ,l ~ ,m,l , l v2,0 ♦ o (n )
V ‘ 2 , D(0 ,0 )>  -  -3nw1>xv2 . 0  * "“ 3 ,1  *  o<">
V ‘ i .
j/ 0 .0 ) « ^ l “2,0"a “,l , l "2 .0 (1“«  n* ^ 11
■♦o ( b )
* » «% .
>1(0 ,0 H * 1 ,0 (0 ’0 ),23 ’ ^ 3 , 1 *  " i ,1*2,0*2»1 .1 »2 ,0
( lo *  n*u>^ 2 ) 4o (n )
f r ( l l K  
( c  '  (0 ,0 )
V *2
>2( 0 .0 ) )  - nu2,2 "  nw2,0,*0,2 “ *  0<»)
V ‘ ® . l (0 ,0 ) l0 .1<0,0>,' " ' ,2.2 ■"“2.0l,0.2‘ 2,,“l , l  ♦°<»>
V ‘ l . 2 (O,O)*1 .0 <O ,O )>  ““2.2 ‘ n“2,0“0,2 •<><“ >
V el . l (0 -0 )e0 .1 (° ,0 ,‘ l . 0 <0,0)1' :!""2 .2*”2" i . l  ' i " ' ,2.0“0.2
-2m,l , l  *loe n ♦  “  ♦  1) «°(n)
( C (12 )) ♦  ° (n )(0 ,0 ) '
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▼i) V * 1 . 3 (0,0)> " “"1.3 '3b“ i .1,i0.2 4°<b)
V , l ,2 (0,0>*0 .1 (0*0 ))“ " " l .S  1*0,2 4° (n )
V ‘ l . l <0,0>*0 .2<0,° ” ‘  *“1.3 *  **“l , l “0,8
EPÜ 1 ,1 (0 ,O H ‘ 0 .1 (0 ,0 )I^ ’ 2," ,1.3” ’2,,1.1 "0 .2 "Î ” U1 1* 0 . j (1o í» ,“ 2)♦o (n)




i l l )
(0 .0) VAD_l- ' ( 0 ,0 ) -  n («*2t0w0t2-M 'f l ) ♦ o (n )  
(X<1))(0 .0 ) -  (A ( l ) B ♦ AB(1 )-2CC(1 , ) (0>0> - o ( n * )  
similarly (X(2 ) ) (0>0) - o ( n 2)
*B ♦ 2A*1*B*1* ♦ AB(11*-2C*1*2-2CC*1* ) (<
Lo*,0.2Ï 40 (n2)
8 ♦ A 1 ^ A^2  ^ ♦ » t 2) ^ 1) , » * » ^ 2 ) ¡ * , ( l ) p(2)
ir) (x( n ) ) lx '(0,0) •  (
-  n2(2v*t lw2)
t ) (x(12 )L  -1 fciO) (A1
-  n2(2wjt l - 2w.
▼i ) (XiS2i){x '(0,0) -
* n2(2wl,lu0 ,2
♦AB'
-  * * ' “ '> (0 .0 )
-2C
( 1 2 ) n
( « » > )  '  -  « <2Î> - K < a ) ^ » c (2t ' ) (0i0
’ ”I 2 u1 ,I“  ‘  *  » l “2'
18. j  F valuation o f  t e r » ,  ii. T «y lor .> r ie .  
I «1 (  " " n o *  °<»>
(0,0 )
-15T-
1_ xU,] (00, •  “ k .  ;S7oTJ)t1 (0 ,0 ) '***0,2 '
-  o ( l )
M2,0W0,2 "1 ,1 '
f (2) _(2)i
ß2 I  -  f  -  « U )  .
X • (0,0)
L»[|( U ' .  | m > .  ÿ 11' .  J
o*<2vf




/b(12) „(12) _ ( l )_ (a >  _ (1 )„ (2 )\
*>•»(1 - 1 - *- i5 —
..
Thus in the neighbourhood o f ( 6 1 , 62) ■ (0 ,0 ),
l og ■ l og { ♦  ° ‘ £> }
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Appendix C The asymptotic variance o f ^
■c -l-----Taylor eeriee expen.ion
Put A -  i f y  <6|. S j ) ,  B -  z U  (> | . B j ) .  C -  111 ( » 1 .  S*> end 
X -  AB -  C * . Again Vjy( 0 1 . 01 ) •  |  and expanding
log VJV (6 i , B i) about (B j ,  B2 ) ■ (0 .0 )  gives terms as in * B . l .
l £ l i ___ A. B and C figiCtione evaluated at (H I, •  (0 .0 )
These may be obtained as sums over strata  o f corresponding model I
quantities, 1[see »».V).
A functions
<*b.O) ■  "  ¿ » J  "(J)P.o *
U  '(0,0) -  »<»> •  <*<i!,>(0.0)
u )  . 
'(0.0) ■ _2n j L  * oi" ’
(A '(0,0) ■  _2”  j t i  *J * (J )1 .1  "(j)2 .0
( a(2 2 )) . ‘  j t i  *J * 0<“ )
jj-T.-Hdtion.
lB ,(0 ,0 ) "  nW0»2 #
<»< l W  <*•> ■ < , U , ) (0 .0 )
<»< U ,>C0.o> • i j u a  ♦  •** '
( , U i ) | (c .o )  ■ i  « 1  uU ) l . i  "u )0 .2  *
« . ‘ “ » » , 0 s »  " - a
♦  o(n)
c function
-1 5 9 -
«=> (0 .0 ) '  "“l . l  *  ° U )
<c<1’ ’ ( o . o > - ‘>l" ’ - <cU >’ (o.o>
<c<ll>»(0.0) * ”2” ’ •! *<4)1.1 “ (4)2.0 * o l“ >
(C<12>,(0.0) ■ “* ^  «4 "(4>2.o “(4)0,2 * * ^  j)l.l * 0<“’
« ’‘ “ ’ ’ (O .O ) ■ 1  *J “ (4 )1 .1  “ (4 )0 .2  *
1C.3 Evaluation o f X functions at (B j,  6 2 ) ■ (0 ,0 )
<*>(0 .0 ) •  "2 ’ “2.0 “0.2 •  “i . l>  ♦  °<“2>
<*(1’ ’ <o.o> -  o '“2’ • <X" ’ >(0.0)
u < l l , ) (t , 0 ) ■ Jr-‘ '• ’ “ l . l  ‘ J j ' j  “ ( 4 ) 1 . 1  “ ( 4 ) 2 . 0 ’  " “ o , 2 ( “ ( 4 ) 2 , o ’
- “2.0 (jil«4 “(4)1.1” * 0<”2> •
(x<1‘>’(0,0) ' 2,2 '"2,0 *Jj'4 “(4)2.0 “(4)0.2’ * “1.1 ‘jlj’4 '(4)1.1’
" "0.2 j^.i2) “(4)1.1 “(4)2.0’ ' "2.0 *X*1 “(4)1.1 “(4)0.2”* °1“2’ 
<xU2)’(o,o) * z*1 **“l.l 'jlj'4 “(4)1.1 "(4)0.2’ “ “2.o(^1,4 "(4)0.2’ 
‘  “ ° - i< 4« l * 4 “ U ) l . l ”  *  0<“ 2 ’  '
1Ç..U Evaluation o f . t e j—  ir, T ay lo r series -160-
flO€ À
1 *Jfr
“  l o «  f _____ -Pj 2__________
I  n(p2,0 U0,2
f B( l l )  x( l l )  x( l )2
1 B X X2
(0 ,0 }
{  u0,2 !  ( f  «i«11 j - i  - » < j ) ,1 .
* " Í .1  " ( j ) l . l 1}  / '  { » . ,2 2,0 " ,
( b<12> - x<“ > -  .- ¿ i L ¿ í ! )
1 B X B2 X2 * (0 ,0 )
"  - f ie ? *  »1 .2  <
+ l,0.:Pl,l(^ iqjU(0)2,0*J( j)0,2 + /
»2 - 161-
*  U0,2 ( j^ 1<lOki( / j  li0.2(M2.0W0.2 "
Thun in the neighbourhood o f (B j,  62) ■ ( 0 ,0 )
*{*0 .2  * *1 ,1  ■ ^ ‘ ' ' ( 0) 1 . 1
lo *  VIV * lo *
♦  0 (1 )
*
,1} *  ° (1)"  2W0,2 Ul , l  (BlU( j ) l 62U(0)O ,2)(i ' 1U( j ) 1',O « • ■ » (J ) l ,
Appendix L Evaluation o f modified residuals - 162-
»E it___ general result»
Let T| , T2 , . . . .  Tn be independent ran dost variables with T j bavin« 
p .d .f .  ) ,  where 6 ■ ( « i  , . . . »  8^) • is  a q x 1  vector o f
parameters. In addition suppose that *jj functions h i ( ’ ) ,  h2 ( • ) ,
. . . .  hn( • ) ,  such that for i  »  1 , . . . .  n , e . »  h^ (T ^ j £ ) and 
c j ( ( 2 , . . . .  c are independent and indentically  distributed random 
variables. For i  •  1, . . . »  n l e t  R  ^ •  hj^  (T^ j £ ) denote the ’crude' 
residual corresponding to the random variab le where _0 * (8 j ,  . ..,8^ ] 
denotes the maximum likelihood estim ator o f fi. The results o f Cox 
and Snell (1966) indicate that fo r  s ■ 1, . . . .  i
where uj.1' -  » lo g  p^T./ft) ,
-  32log Pi (T ./a) , -  » 3log P^T'./O) i  -  1 ..........n.
1,
where i _1 -  [ i 1^
38r





Tbus from D 3. to o (l>  .
* ' » 1 * '  •  *  -  i  ♦  k( J 1br  * tr  -  X  X 1"  ‘ l r  * i - )  * * —
Finally , for i# j
r , » - l , . . .  ,p
■ h -
m « , “ 1 "  * i r  Ejs* s S i ’ »  -  *  — ..........
„ U ) )  
V i  ’ -  h
■o that , from Bi 1*., t o o (^ ).
E(R .Fj) •  1 ♦ 1 i  '- fr » l  s
f ^ ^ B i .  * j r  i . j - 1 ........P W
and cov (Rj.R .) -  EtRjRj) -  E(R. )E (R j)
-  1 ♦ 1 - J - f  ?r-1 s « l r\ .
* j r  “ ( l * » i ) ( l * « j )  ♦
.  _ 1  .- i  !r « l  s » l ■” *1 . * j ,  *
0 (1).
»PjJ— Model VI resu lt*
£ j°n of bias terms
Under model V I, q »  p+s, 9« (B j , X#) end
log P ji (t|g ) •  logX. ♦ 6 ' l u  "  X.e& *«5it ,  j - 1 .........
i « l , . . . , n , .
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V  • *<\ -  K> • t  X  Jx X ,rt *Ji* *J‘ J
V j "  s j  <*•*> ...................
o f crude r e . ia .y l i
f " * 1" «  6j i iT j i ‘  » » ■  * j  t j i  -  * j i  i 5 ; : : : s
ctleu lx tion i id en t ic .l to  th o le  o f  ID .2  y ie ld , t o e ( ^
“ » n 1 ■ 1  • -sij ♦ x * !  *Jik ■ *  » i t  x r  * iu  *1“
• * ♦ *jt
and
**£} "  *  "  f j  # I J  *  k ( j l bk ”  j i  « l i 1^  * j ik  '
ror Ji # Jiii
H (j|ii)u (Jl)j . .  , .
E U Ji "k °a 1 *Jil *J|i» k
« ( « J4 -  p J . ^ I ^ J  j - r
E(‘ji Hpii,il)V^<Jl>) • { “ 1AjXji
1 o
(Ji). (Jill),. , ,
EK\  " l  '  *J lk  * J i i i t
Ei«k(Ji) v (J,il>) • P ik/Xj| **-jl
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